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ABSTRACT 

DESTROYING EACH OTHER: RACE AND THE CLASH OF CULTURES IN THE INDIAN 

TERRITORY CIVIL WAR 

 

By 

 

Adam J. Krejčí 

 

Most historians of the Civil War have neglected Indian Territory.  Those historians who 

write on the Indian Territory Civil War, like Annie Abel and Mary Jane Warde, focus on tribal 

political intrigue or the effect of the war on tribal society.  Little has been written on how the 

combatants fought the Civil War in Indian Territory.  This thesis intends to add to the extant 

conversations of the Indian Territory Civil War by examining how the war was fought from a 

cultural perspective.  The Indian Territory Civil War was a clash of cultures between a Euro-

American way of warfare and Native way of warfare.  Both ways of war were blurred in 

practice, with Whites expecting Natives to fight according to European conventions and then 

accusing Natives of “savagery” when Native people shifted to fight in their traditional modes in 

scalping or fighting guerrilla-style campaigns.  Historically White people in North America also 

scalped and fought in irregular modes, but prior to the Civil War they tried to distance 

themselves from Native war making warfare by adopting European (largely French) modes of 

war making.  In the blurring of these modes of war making, Whites created a racial distinction 

without a difference.  White Confederates also recognized a racial difference in how the war was 

fought by categorically excluding Black Union soldiers from the safeguards afforded to 

surrendering soldiers in the Euro-American military culture.  Confederates, White and Native, 

massacred Black Union soldiers, refusing to afford them the opportunity to surrender.  The 

Indian Territory Civil War, therefore, was simultaneously a war between the Union and 

Confederacy, an Indian war, and a race war. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The sharp crack of rifle fire woke fifteen-year-old Robert Barnes on the night of July 27, 

1864.  The commotion drew him outside to the porch where he watched Confederate troops 

under Brigadier General Richard M. Gano surprise the sleeping 6th Kansas Cavalry Regiment 

encamped on Massard Prairie, Arkansas, a few miles away from Indian Territory.  A sharp fight 

ensued.  By dawn, Confederates had won the battle, capturing the majority of the Union troopers.  

A Federal relief column, alerted to the gunfire, arrived in the early morning, killing and 

wounding a few Confederates, driving the rest away with their prisoners in tow.  What happened 

next shocked Barnes.  He recalled, “[t]he Rebels had to leave their dead in the Federal camp. 

Some of the Federal[s]…were Cherokee ‘Pin’ Indians….The Pin Indians cut a patch of scalp 

about the size of the palm of their hand off the top of the dead Rebels’ head.”  This was not the 

first instance of scalping in the Indian Territory Civil War.  The Pins were members of a 

Cherokee faction, the Keetoowah, dedicated to traditional lifeways.  Barnes recorded no such 

behavior from White soldiers.  What he witnessed was a war of clashing cultures.1   

 The Indian Territory Civil War is often relegated to subject matter all its own.  Larger 

surveys of the Civil War tend to neglect it, and mostly mention it in passing when they give it 

any attention at all, rendering it unimportant to the strategic importance of Virginia, Tennessee or 

other theaters further east.  This neglect has led to a lack of understanding of the totality of the 

conflict.  It has also ignored the connections between the war in Indian Territory and the cultural 

and racial dimensions of warfare in North America.  To make matters worse, most of the 

treatments of the Indian Territory Civil War are political histories or social histories of the 

                                                 
1 Interview of Robert A. Barnes, Indian Pioneer History, Western History Collection, University of Oklahoma. 
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conflict.  Studies of how the war was fought in Indian Territory, and how horrific was the 

violence there, are all but nonexistent. 

 What the literature of the Indian Territory Civil War is missing, therefore, is a telling 

focusing on how the war was fought.  That is what this thesis seeks to do.  Wars often transform 

the places where they are fought and the people who fight them.  Yet the Civil War in Indian 

Territory is also unique.  Three different races occupied Indian Territory and they all fought and 

died there.  How they fought and died says much about the unique cultural and racial 

environment of Indian Territory itself.  Moreover, the Native experience of the war is the subject 

of few works.  For a conflict that was about racially-based slavery, and for a country with a 

history of racially-based violence, the Civil War’s conflicts in Indian Territory are vital to 

understand.  Investigating how the Native cultural norms intersected with White cultural 

expectations helps explain how the Civil War simultaneously became an Indian war and a race 

war.2 

 In the Indian Territory Civil War White actors cast the rules of war in a racial light, 

recognizing the connections that behavior within the rules of war had with the race of those who 

did the fighting.  For example, taking a scalp was a racially-charged act, no matter how many 

White people had taken scalps in backcountry fighting throughout American history.  The White, 

Euro-American cultural mode of warfare considered scalping “savage,” so if Natives scalped, 

Whites cast them as racially “other.”  During the Civil War in Indian Territory, notions of race 

did not need to be newly conceived.  Indeed, they were already present.3 

                                                 
2 See Laurence M. Hauptman, Between Two Fires: American Indians in the Civil War (New York: Free Press 

Paperbacks, 1995). 
3 The behavior of the combatants polarized the extant racial norms supported and informed by the Euro-American 

grammar to the extent, as political scientist Stathis N. Kalyvas points out, that racialization of the enemy as “other” 

canceled “even fraternal ties, real or imagined.” Stathis N. Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2006), 64. 
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 Examining how both sides fought the war reveals the deep-seeded racial antagonisms 

present within the Euro-American military culture that sought to eliminate the Native elements 

present within the American grammar of war as it developed, which led to a “whitewashing” of 

the American military culture.  This is how both sides fought the war in the main.  Indian 

Territory’s rich cultural and racial environment reveals the racialization of the war, as Natives 

and Blacks violated White cultural norms.  Studying the Indian Territory Civil War in this way 

also lays bare White hypocrisy, as irregular forces operated in the vein of the longstanding 

American and Native modes of warfare, but White people were not “savages.”  That was a racial 

moniker only for Natives.  The Confederate iteration of the Euro-American mode excluded the 

possibility of Black troops totally, which often led to their massacre if they dared attempt 

surrender.  This thesis connects the massacres of African-American troops to the cultural norms 

of White warfare operant in Indian Territory and throughout all theaters of the war.  Examining 

how the combatants fought the Civil War in Indian Territory reveals the war as a continuation of 

Indian wars, the Civil War as a race war, and deepens scholarly understandings of the Indian 

Territory Civil War beyond mere analysis of strategic military and political calculus. 

 The way the Civil War was fought contained embedded cultural norms expressed through 

the warfare.  In Indian Territory, these norms clashed.  The cultural clash of the Indian Territory 

Civil War defined and enforced White racial attitudes, racializing the war in Indian Territory.  

The Battle of Massard Prairie was a small engagement during a campaign where Confederates 

were trying to recapture Fort Smith from Union forces.  This campaign was one of several 

throughout the Civil War fought according to the standard convention of the time, which was 

based on the European standard of warfare, accepted by White military leaders of the Union and 

Confederacy.  This European-style campaign contained within it another way of warfare, the 
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Native way, where scalpings were an appropriate expression of Native cultural norms manifested 

through warfare.  To White people, scalping transgressed the accepted norms of warfare, 

rendering Native people who employed those racially inferior, “savage.”  

 This thesis tells the story of the Civil War in Indian Territory in order to understand how 

the combatants fought the war, given the racial make up of Indian Territory and the cultural 

differences between White and Native people.  The Indian Territory was a different theater of the 

war, where the modes of fighting took on cultural characteristics of the combatants, specifically 

Native American culture and White culture.  What transpired between 1861 and 1865 within and 

in the immediate environs of Indian Territory was a cultural clash that led to tremendous chaos 

and violence.  What this thesis argues then is that the clash of military cultures during the Indian 

Territory Civil War was due to the pervasive influence of Native cultural modes of war mixed 

with the adopted European mode of warfare used by Union and Confederate forces.  Historian 

Wayne Lee calls these modes of warfare “grammars.”  This cultural clash resulted in the 

racialization of the Native and African-American soldiers, whose status as the “other” was 

reinforced in the eyes of their White counterparts.  The Indian Territory Civil War, therefore, 

was not only a cultural clash between different military styles and traditions but also was a race 

war.  Those fighting outside the grammar of White-approved warfare became “savage” or 

“barbarian,” not deserving of the protections of “civilized” warfare, or even deserving death.4 

 Questions of race are especially pertinent to the Civil War, considering it was a conflict 

about the emancipation of enslaved people in the United States. The literature on race in 

connection with the Civil War is rich, much of it concerned with questions related to 

emancipation, Black soldiering, refugees, and politics, and postwar struggles over citizenship 

                                                 
4 See Wayne E. Lee, Barbarians and Brothers: Anglo-American Warfare, 1500-1865 (New York: Oxford University 

Press, 2011). 
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and belonging.  Other works focus on aspects of racial and ethnic formation during the War.  The 

violence of the Indian Territory Civil War not only was connected to the formation of racial 

identities, but rather was, more importantly, a confirmation of extant racial identities that 

permeated the United States at the time.  The manner in which White soldiers prosecuted the war 

in Indian Territory carried the racial baggage connected to Indian wars that formed in the 

colonial era.5 

 The conversations regarding the intersection of race and violence in the Civil War often 

ignore Native people in conjunction with the institutionalized way of war Whites adopted and 

cultivated.  In eschewing the American grammar of war in favor of the Euro-American grammar, 

Whites rejected any Native elements to their preferred way of war.  Shedding the Native 

elements of military culture led to a whiteness of that culture.  Historians have not explained that 

the newly-forged White culture of warfare channeled racial antagonisms and created the 

opportunity for massacre of Black soldiers that made the Civil War a race war. The prevailing 

literature sees the racial violence against Blacks as merely a fruit of institutionalized racism in 

society, or have connected armed Blacks with fear of slave insurrection.  What this thesis adds to 

the historiographic conversation is that the Euro-American grammar inculcated whiteness into 

military culture, where anything less than White soldiers fighting according to White norms 

Whites greeted with derision and racialization, in the case of Native people, or with violence and 

death, in the case of African Americans. 

                                                 
5 Relevant examples of this vast literature include Steven Hahn, A Nation under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles 

in the Rural South from Slavery to the Great Migration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2005) and Amy 

Murrell Taylor, Embattled Freedom: Journeys through the Civil War’s Slave Refugee Camps (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 2018); David W. Blight, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001).  For works on racial and ethnic formation, see Susannah J. Ural, Civil 

War Citizens: Race, Ethnicity, and Identity in America’s Bloodiest Conflict (New York: New York University Press, 

2010) and Chandra Manning: What This Cruel War Was Over: Soldiers, Slavery, and the Meaning of the Civil War 

(New York: Knopf, 2007). 
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 For the first time, perhaps, White soldiers encountered African Americans en masse on 

the battlefield.  Extant racial notions of Black racial inferiority informed White violence against 

African American soldiers.  Historian Mark Grimsley notes that before the Civil War, Black 

involvement in military operations was not uncommon and not controversial.  Grimsley argues 

that the American Revolution altered the way Whites viewed Blacks, as whiteness became 

culturally and socially ingrained in the minds of Whites.  The racial attitudes, therefore, of the 

White military establishment saw Blacks as having no part in the Euro-American mode of war 

making, which was a function of the social attitudes toward race.  Other historians argue this 

attitude manifested in racial atrocities, as White Confederates violently rejected the sight of 

Black soldiers putting on blue uniforms of the Union Army, which in their eyes violated racial 

norms.  This is the race war of the Indian Territory Civil War: Natives, when not behaving as 

Whites, were “savages,” as they had been since the colonial era. But they could potentially 

acquire whiteness by joining their white allies in inflicting unbridled violence against Blacks.  

Only here could they reinforce White racial expectations.6 

 Other historians have begun to take critical looks as to how the sides fought the war.  

Aaron Sheehan-Dean’s The Calculus of Violence tries to meld “the regular and irregular aspects 

of the war.”  He does so in a discussion about the (Euro-American) rule of law in warfare, 

juxtaposing that discourse with the irregular nature of the violence toward combatants, prisoners, 

and civilians.  He tracks the covalence of Union and Confederate notions of how the war should 

be fought, and argues they diverged when Union troops began anti-guerrilla operations against 

                                                 
6 Mark Grimsley, et al., “A Very Long Shadow: Race, Atrocity, and the American Civil War,” Black Flag over 

Dixie: Racial Atrocities and Reprisals in the Civil War, Gregory J.W. Urwin, ed., (Carbondale, Illinois: Southern 

Illinois University Press, 2004).  For more on race and the Civil War, see David W. Blight and Brooks D. Simpson, 

eds., Union and Emancipation: Essays on Politics and Race in the Civil War Era (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University 

Press, 1997); Colin Edward Woodward, Marching Masters: Slavery, Race, and the Confederate Army During the 

Civil War (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2014); Jonathan W. White, Emancipation, The Union Army, 

and the Reelection of Abraham Lincoln (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2014)  
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Confederates and when Union war planners began to enlist African Americans as soldiers.  Here, 

Sheehan-Dean argues that race informed the violence by White Confederates toward Black 

Union soldiers and their white officers.  Disappointingly, Sheehan-Dean’s analysis stops in 

Missouri and Arkansas, failing to incorporate Indian Territory.7 

 Issues of how the Civil War was fought touch issues of regular and irregular war and the 

legality of certain actors and actions during warfare.  Jurist Francis Lieber wrote an extensive 

code governing Union troops and their conduct during the Civil War.  Legal scholar John Fabian 

Witt argues that the Lieber Code was designed to restrain conduct of Union soldiers during war 

and soon became a global phenomenon, touching generations of codes restraining conduct 

during war.  This code came about, in large part, due to the irregular war raging throughout 

Missouri, Arkansas, and Indian Territory.  Both Europeans and Natives employed irregular, 

guerrilla warfare.  Irregular warfare in the Euro-American conception was part of petite guerre, 

outside the norms of regular warfare, yet could be an effective in some circumstances, especially 

for an inferior army fighting against a superior enemy.  For Native people, this form of warfare 

                                                 
7 Aaron Sheehan-Dean, The Calculus of Violence: How Americans Fought the Civil War (Cambridge, 

Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2018).  Other scholarship has asked questions of violence during the Civil 

War in terms of restraint one one end and violence, almost bordering on a “total war” thesis.  Sheehan-Dean is one 

of those who argues that restraint defined the violence.  Others include Mark Grimsley, The Hard Hand of War: 

Union Military Policy toward Southern Civilians, 1861-1865 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); 

Mark E. Neely, Jr., The Civil War and Limits of Destruction (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 

2007) and “Was the Civil War a Total War?” Journal of Civil War History 50 (December 2004): 434-58.  For those 

that emphasize the violent nature of the war, leaning toward a more “total war” aspect of the violence, see Clay 

Mountcastle, Punitive War: Confederate Guerrillas and Union Reprisals (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 

Press, 2009); John Bennet Walters, “William T. Sherman and Total War,” Journal of Southern History 14 

(November 1948): 447-80; Williamson Murray and Wayne Wei-Siang Hsieh, A Savage War: A Military History of 

the Civil War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2016).  Wayne Wei-Siang Hsieh, “Total War and the 

American Civil War Reconsidered: The End of the Outdated ‘Master Narrative,’” Journal of the Civil War Era 1 

(Fall 2011): 394-408.  For a recent overview of Civil War historiography, see John H. Matsui, “Seven Score and 

Ten: American Civil War Historiography at the Close of the Sesquicentennial,” The Journal of Military History 80 

(April 2016): 487–509. 
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was their warfare, and Whites, who fought in the Euro-American mode, hypocritically 

considered Natives “savage” for fighting this way, despite their own use of irregular warfare.8  

 Scholarship about irregular, guerrilla fighting has become popular, with historians such 

as Daniel E. Sutherland arguing that Confederate war planners embraced guerrilla war, buying 

into romantic notions that such warfare helped colonists with the Revolutionary War.  In 

conducting an irregular war, however, Sutherland points out that Confederates lost the trust of 

the population and sapped the resolve of the people to support the war effort.  Sutherland 

connects guerrilla war with social conventions about “civility” and “Christian behavior,” yet 

does not make the racial connection between White notions of guerrilla war taking on a legal 

color that separated it from Native war making to White people at the time.  Also, Sutherland’s 

focus is almost exclusively in Missouri and Arkansas, only mentioning Natives and Indian 

Territory in passing.9 

 

 The literature on the Civil War in Indian Territory is not as rich as that which exists for 

other theaters, although the two most useful works come nearly one hundred years apart from 

                                                 
8 John Fabian Witt, Lincoln’s Code: The Laws of War in American History (New York: Free Press, 2012). 

 
9 The literature of irregular and guerrilla warfare in the Civil War is vast.  Daniel E. Sutherland, A Savage Conflict: 

The Decisive Role of Guerrillas in the American Civil War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009) 

and American Civil War Guerrillas: Changing the Rules of Warfare (Santa Barbara, California: Prager, 2013); 

Daniel E. Sutherland, ed., Guerrillas, Unionists, and Violence on the Confederate Homefront (Fayetteville: 

University of Arkansas Press, 1999); William Garrett Piston, ed., A Rough Business: Fighting the Civil War in 

Missouri (Columbia: The State Historical Society of Missouri, 2012); Joseph M Beilein, Jr. and Matthew C. 

Hulbert, eds., The Civil War Guerrilla: Unfolding the Black Flag in History, Memory, and Myth (Lexington, 

Kentucky: University of Kentucky Press).  For an overview of the theory and practice of guerrilla warfare in the 

Civil War, see Robert R. Mackey, The Uncivil War: Irregular warfare in the Upper South, 1861-1865 (Norman: 

University of Oklahoma Press, 2004), introduction; Michael Fellman, Inside War: The Guerrilla Conflict in 

Missouri during the American Civil War (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); Matthew M. Stith, Extreme 

Civil War: Guerrilla Warfare, Environment, and Race on the Trans-Mississippi Frontier (Baton Rouge: Louisiana 

State University Press, 2016).  See also Jonathan Earle and Diane Mutti Burke, eds., Bleeding Kansas, Bleeding 

Missouri: The Long Civil War on the Border (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 2013); Kristen Tegtmeier 

Oertel, Bleeding Borders: Race, Gender, and Violence in Pre-Civil War Kansas (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 

University Press, 2009).  
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each other.  Historian Annie Heloise Abel wrote a three-volume series focused on Native people 

and the war.  Originally published as The Slaveholding Indians in 1919, Abel makes Natives the 

locus of the narrative.  She tells the story of the political machinations between the tribes and 

Union and Confederate governments in the opening days of the war (volume one), highlights the 

active participation by Native people in the war (volume two), and ends with the shattered Native 

nations picking up the pieces in the face of surrender and reconstruction (volume three).  Abel’s 

Native-centric narrative is a political and social telling of the war.  Abel, born and educated in 

England, studied the policy of the British Empire toward colonial subjects, giving her a political 

and diplomatic lens for The Slaveholding Indians.10 

 After Annie Abel’s three volumes, many works of the mid-20th Century seek to wed the 

Indian Territory Civil War to the war in Missouri and Arkansas, which employ the methodology 

of traditional military history.  Nearly one hundred years after Abel, historian Mary Jane Warde 

wrote another complete telling of the Civil War in Indian Territory, When the Wolf Came: The 

Civil War and the Indian Territory.  Warde’s narrative-driven account seeks to tell the 

transformation of the people of Indian Territory and the land itself caused by the Civil War.  Her 

story of transformation is largely social, focusing on the people and the important figures of the 

                                                 
10 A good amount of literature on the Civil War in Indian Territory is largely comprised of journal articles in the 

Chronicles of Oklahoma.  The historiographic line of the Indian Territory Civil War goes back to Wiley Britton’s 

two-volume narrative The Civil War on the Border.  Even though Britton’s Federal service colors the narrative, 

Britton’s utility is that he was an eyewitness of most events about which he writes, making the three volumes a good 

source of the experiences of a soldier in Indian Territory.  Britton’s story focuses largely on the larger region, 

beginning with the secession crisis in Missouri, with very little background on Indian Territory itself.  Britton also 

wrote a history of the Union Indian Brigade.  See Wiley Britton, The Civil War on the Border, (New York: G. P. 

Putnam & Sons, 1899-1904), and The Union Indian Brigade (Kansas City, Missouri: Franklin Hudson Publishing 

Company, 1922).  For a more recent examination of a Confederate unit, see W. Graig Gaines, The Confederate 

Cherokees: John Drew’s Regiment of Mounted Rifles (Baton Rouge: Lousiana State University Press, 1989).  Annie 

Heloise Abel, The American Indian as Slaveholder and Secessionist (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, Bison 

Books edition, 1992); The American Indian in the Civil War, 1862-1865 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 

Bison Books edition, 1992); and The American Indian and the End of the Confederacy, 1863-1866 (Lincoln: 

University of Nebraska Press, Bison Books edition, 1993). 
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conflict, their actions and attitudes, and both the impact they had on the territory as well as the 

impact the war had on them.  The Civil War, according to Warde, was a disruptive force that 

transformed the people and the territory, where one cannot understand the history of Oklahoma 

and the people who live in Oklahoma without understanding the lasting effects the war has left 

on both.11 

 

 This thesis is concerned with military culture and its violent manifestations on and off the 

battlefield during the American Civil War in Indian Territory.  Much of the literature on military 

culture focuses on the transformation of military cultures over time, using the interactions 

between colonial powers and Native peoples in North America as evidence for cultural 

exchanges, which inform and remake cultural norms and expressions.  What many scholars have 

not emphasized is how these military cultures create and reinforce conceptions about race among 

the combatants.  This thesis will reframe extant conversations about military culture, especially 

                                                 
11 Literature on the Civil War in Indian Territory between Abel and Warde is diverse and not exhaustive.  Pseudo-

hagiographical examinations of Cherokee Confederate Brigadier General Stand Watie are tinged with “Lost Cause” 

interpretations, even if some are useful.  See Frank Cunningham, General Stand Watie’s Confederate Indians 

(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1959) and Wilfred Knight, Red Fox: Stand Watie’s Civil War Years in 

Indian Territory (Glendale, California: Arthur H. Clark Company, 1988).  A few edited volumes offer articles 

bringing a wholistic view of the war to the reader, but these articles focus mostly on political and societal issues.  

Lary C. Rampp and Donald L. Rampp, The Civil War in Indian Territory (Austin: Presidial Press, 1975); Bradley 

Clampitt, ed., The Civil War and Reconstruction in Indian Territory (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2015).  

Other scholars have sought to tell the story of the Five Tribes and weave the Civil War into their studies.  Relevant 

examples include William G. McLoughlin, After the Trail of Tears: The Cherokees’ Struggle for Sovereignty, 1830-

1880 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993) and Arrell M. Gibson, The Chickasaws (Norman: 

University of Oklahoma Press, 1972); Duane Champagne, Social Order and Political Change: Constitutional 

Governments among the Cherokee, the Choctaw, the Chickasaw, and the Creek (Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 1992); Clarissa Confer, The Cherokee Nation in the Civil War (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 

2005); Andrew K. Frank, Creeks and Southerners: Biculturalism on the American Frontier (Lincoln: University of 

Nebraska Press, 2005).  Patrick N. Minges provides useful analysis of Cherokee culture in conjunction with the 

Keetoowah society and the development of racial identity in Indian Territory.  Patrick N. Minges, Slavery in the 

Cherokee Nation: The Keetoowah Society and the Defining of a People, 1855-1867 (New York: Routledge Press, 

2003).  See also Theda Perdue, “Mixed Blood” Indians: Racial Construction in the Early South (Athens, Georgia: 

University of Georgia Press, 2003) and Tiya Miles, Ties That Bind: The Story of an Afro-Cherokee Family in 

Slavery and Freedom (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005).  Mary Jane Warde, When the Wolf Came: 

The Civil War and the Indian Territory (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 2013). 
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in North America, by including race as a factor built-in to White ways of warfare that began to 

develop in the colonial and early national eras and continued into the Civil War era.  In this way, 

White racist attitudes toward Native and Black soldiers manifested not only through acts by 

individual actors but also through the institutionalized culture of war making. 

 The Civil War in Indian Territory was a war of competing cultural grammars of warfare. 

White Union and Confederate soldiers fought — officially anyway — according in a style 

modeled after the French, Napoleonic way of war.  Formal differences between European and 

American ways of war were largely superficial, at least in name.  But in practice there were 

differences: with a vast interior in the West, the majority of the United States Army was geared 

to fight conflicts over great distances on the plains against Native people, occupying far-flung 

forts and outposts with few, mobile men.  The compact geography of Europe led to large 

standing armies ready to combat each other should war break out.  The United States Army was 

also much smaller than its European counterparts and relied heavily on state militia organizations 

for defense.  When the Civil War came, the flood of volunteers on both sides often 

democratically elected officers and put orders up for public debate among units.  Rather than 

using French guides and manuals, Americans took French military theory and wisdom and wrote 

their own manuals.  While the culture of war adapted by the Union and Confederate armies was 

European in origin, then, both sides made it their own.  They made it Euro-American.  And yet: 

the Western theaters of the war, including what historians call the Trans-Mississippi West, saw a 

rash of informal and disorganized fighting with roots in the hybridized American fighting style 
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that prospered throughout the decades prior to the war, especially in wars where White people 

fought against Native people.12 

 Military culture drove the way combatants fought and exacted violence on one another 

during war.  Recently, military historians have engaged in conversations about military culture, 

seeking to differentiate it from subsets of anthropology or social science.  Military historian Peter 

H. Wilson defines military culture as “a specific form of institutional culture and that viewing 

armies from this perspective offers new insight into how they functioned and the nature of their 

interaction with state and society.”  Military historians, in viewing European military 

development, see an ossification of military institutions that derive from what scholars have 

termed the “military revolution,” where standing armies developed as a function of new 

technologies, supported by a bureaucratic state.  This view can be generalized insofar as one 

understands that military cultures are a function of the social institutions that produce them.  

European and Native military cultures were a fruit of cultural norms that stemmed from their 

societies’ cultures.13 

 Consider the Native grammar of war.  Native people fought in small groups, used natural 

cover, preferred raiding to pitched battles, and took captives taking as a measure of success.  

                                                 
12 Lee, Barbarians and Brothers, 2.  For more on the development of the formalization of American war making, see 

Michael A. Bonura, Under the Shadow of Napoleon: French Influence on the American Way of Warfare from 1812 

to the Outbreak of World War II (New York: New York University Press, 2012) and Jay Luvaas, The Military 

Legacy of the Civil War: The European Inheritance (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1988). 

 
13 Peter H. Wilson, “Defining Military Culture,” The Journal of Military History 72 (January 2008): 11–41.  For 

further discussions on military culture, see Adrian R. Lewis, The American Culture of War: The History of U.S. 

Military Force from World War II to Operation Iraqi Freedon (New York: Routledge, 2007), 8; Charles H. Coates 

and Roland J. Pellegrin, Military Sociology: A Study of American Military Institutions and Military Life (Baltimore: 

Social Sciences Press, 1965), 26-27.  For a global perspective on the theory of military culture, see John Keegan, 

History of Warfare (London: Pimlico, 1994).  For more on the Military Revolution, see  Michael Roberts, “The 

Military Revolution, 1560-1600,” The Military Revolution Debate: Readings on the Military Transformation of 

Early Modern Europe (Oxford: Westview Press, 1995): 13-36.  See also Geoffrey Parker, The Military Revolution: 

The Rise of the West, 1500-1800 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996).  
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Cultural norms informed behavior appropriate for war.  Historian Patrick Malone calls this 

Native mode the “skulking way of war.”14  Native soldiers did not rape civilians as often as 

European soldiers did, as they connected the spiritual benefits of sexual abstinence to success in 

battle.  Captives could often be used to replace family members fallen in battle.  Scalping and 

other post-mortem mangling had a spiritual dimension, bestowing the fallen’s power or force of 

life onto the scalp taker.  Scalps and other body parts also served as trophies.  White people also 

took scalps as they absorbed the Native grammar into their own way of war in the colonial era.  

The goals of warfare were limited to tit-for-tat, rarely descending into nightmarish escalation in 

retaliating, which often marred European warfare, especially in the religious wars of the early 

modern era.  Many Native peoples fought wars by consensus, and respect for leadership was 

earned, with weak leaders often finding themselves struggling to convince warriors to pursue 

battle.  Typically, in Native warfare, battles were small, casualties were light, and goals were 

limited.15 

 Europeans had their own corollaries to Native tactics, such as raiding and other limited 

actions.  Europeans, however, regarded this kind of warfare as “irregular,” as opposed to the 

more normative mode of warfare centered on the large formations, martial culture, and mass 

casualties from formal campaigning.  There was a place for irregular warfare, usually in 

harassing supply lines, spreading terror among a populace, or distracting an enemy’s main body.  

But it was an appendage of the European grammar and was not its primary expression.  Often 

Europeans employed irregular tactics against those who they deemed racially or culturally 

                                                 
14 Patrick N. Malone, The Skulking Way of War (Lanham, Maryland: Madison Books, 1991, paperback 2000). 

 
15 For a full treatment of the Native methods of war making, see ibid.; Armstrong Starkey, European and Native 

American Warfare, 1675-1815 (London: University College of London Press, 1998); Adam J. Hirsch “The Collision 

of Military Cultures in Seventeenth-Century New England,” Journal of American History 74 (March 1988): 1187-

1212; Lee, Barbarians and Brothers, 121-69. 
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inferior, such as the English laying waste to the Irish countryside and population during the Irish 

Wars or the French wars of religion.  Given their familiarity with irregular warfare, Europeans 

did not find it difficult to adjust their grammar to take on more Native norms.  The result was a 

hybridized grammar of warfare, the American grammar of war.  This grammar was a version of 

irregular warfare flavored with Native grammatical rules, and it was most common in the 

backwoods of colonial North America and the early U.S. Republic.16 

 The definitive American way of warfare — the American grammar — has been the 

subject of much scholarly debate.  Historian Russell F. Weigley postulated in his classic the 

American Way of War that Americans fought wars either to overthrow the enemy or to achieve a 

limited victory.  Weigley’s outlook was formal, focusing on operation of armies in the field, 

fighting according to established and widely accepted modes of European war making.  His 

approach almost completely eschewed irregular violence that often defined the military 

experience of colonial and early republic America.17 

 Historian John Grenier argues that Weigley’s dichotomy between “regular” and 

“irregular” modes of fighting in the tradition of American warfare is false.  Rather, Grenier 

                                                 
16 Theorist Hugo Grotius was one of the first thinkers to conceive of legal restraints on irregular violence during 

war, Hugo Grotius, The Rights of War and Peace, Including the Law of Nature and of Nations, Stephen C. Neff ed. 

and ann. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, critical ed., 2012).  Carl von Clausewitz also eschewed petite 

guerre, the common term for irregular warfare, Carl von Clausewitz, On War, Michael Howard and Peter Paret ed. 

and trans. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, Reprint edition, 2008).  On Ireland, see Lee, Barbarians and 

Brothers, 15-64; Steven G. Ellis, Ireland in the Age of the Tudors, 1447-1603 (London: Longman Press, 1998); S.J. 

Connolly, Contested Island: Ireland, 1460-1630 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); Thomas Bartlett and 

Keith Jeffery, eds., A Military History of Ireland (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press).  On France, see Mark 

Greengrass, Christendom Destroyed: Europe 1517-1648 (New York: Penguin, 2015); Mack P. Holt, The French 

Wars of Religion, 1562-1629 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Arlette Jouanna, The St. 

Bartholomew’s Day Massacre: The Mysteries of a Crime of State, trans. Joseph Bergin (Manchester: University of 

Manchester Press, 2007).  For connections between the English experience in Ireland with the English experience in 

North America, see James Muldoon, “The Indian as Irishman,” Essex Institute Historical Collections 111 (1975): 

267-89. 

 
17 Peter F. Weigley, The American Way of War: A History of United States Military Strategy and Policy 

(Bloomington, Indiana: University of Indiana Press, 1973).  For an analysis and examination of Weigley’s legacy 

and his detractors, see Brian M. Linn, “The American Way of War Revisited,” The Journal of Military History 66 

(April 2002): 501-33. 
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argues that the American way of war evolved as a hybrid between European and Native modes 

of war making, learned over decades of violent clashes between the two groups.  The American 

way of war, according to Grenier, was a form of what Europeans called petite guerre, or “little 

war.”  The British, who had waged petite guerre on the Irish and others in their experience, 

detested this form of warfare, while the Americans preferred it as their first choice.  Grenier 

points out a paucity of works that explore the method of war making in North America after the 

American Revolution, especially given the United States formalization of war making along 

European norms.  He seeks to recast the American war experience as largely in the mold of the 

American way.  This thesis continues Grenier’s line of thinking, but only so far: I argue that the 

formalization of the United States military according to (largely French) European norms began 

to limit the acceptance of petite guerre in American military culture in the 19th century.  The 

Civil War, therefore, was not a petite guerre; it was formally a “regular,” “conventional” war, in 

which only certain aspects of that war, like in Indian Territory, incorporated guerrilla fighting 

and other irregular forms of violence reminiscent of the hybridized, earlier American grammar of 

war.  White people, however did not recognize their former preferred mode of warfare as 

legitimate.  They interpreted petite guerre with racialized language and dubbed it “savage” 

warfare.18 

                                                 
18 John Grenier, The First Way of War: American War Making on the Frontier (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2005).  See also John Ferling, A Wilderness of Miseries: War and Warriors in Early America (Westport, 

Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1980).  Europeans were concerned that their warfare was being “indianized,” see 

James Axtell, The European and the Indian: Essays on the Ethnohistory of Colonial North America (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1981).  An alternative view posited by historian Guy Chet argues that Europeans defeated 

Native peoples in the colonial era, not by accepting Native modes of warfare, but rather they applied European 

norms to the battlefield, which eventually wore down Native peoples.  Chet further argues that “inexperienced and 

unprofessional” colonial soldiers and commanders’ Native style was, in fact, an “ad hoc” approach poorly conceived 

and poorly executed.  Native methods, Chet maintains, were not more effective than European methods, and when 

colonists were able to deploy European modes of fighting, they won wars.  This view, however, belies the tactical 

developments that evolved as a fruit of contingency of the actors during battles, where winning wars through the 

most effective means possible did not demand strict adherence to one particular methodological orthodoxy.  Guy 

Chet, Conquering the American Wilderness: The Triumph of European Warfare in the Colonial Northeast (Amherst, 

Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts Press, 2003). 
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 Inherent within questions of how combatants fought North American conflicts contain 

latent questions of how culture and race factor in to the violence.  Racial identities informed the 

behavior of belligerents during war, especially from White society.  When White Europeans 

violently encountered Native peoples, the method of fighting communicated the formation of 

White racial identities toward Native people.  Historian Peter Silver sees this process as a fruit of 

the fear that White colonists had toward Native people.  Native peoples used fear as a 

psychological weapon to paralyze European colonists through their own irregular way of war, 

which relied on stealthy ambushes, wanton destruction of crops and livestock, and attacks upon 

non-combatants.  While such tactics to Native people were the normal mode of fighting, to 

Europeans, they were outside the regular, conventional rules of warfare.  The behavior of Native 

people, therefore, generated fear, which led European colonists to consider Native people 

racially inferior.19 

 Historian Jill Lepore, in examining King Philip’s War of the 17th century, notes that 

English notions of identity centered on whether their behavior classified them as “savage.”  

Englishmen, Lepore argues, consciously debated whether or not waging war in Native modes 

rendered them something less than English.  Like Silver, Lepore argues for the formation of 

White racial identities rooted in European-Native interactions in behavior in battle.  Other 

historians, such as Alden T. Vaughn and Roy Harvey Pearce, also see the ossification of 

opposing racial identities stemming from cultural behaviors of Native people, specifically in the 

Native methods of waging war.  While Lepore sees formation of racial identities as a conscious 

recognition of difference, Vaughn and Harvey argue that the formation of such identities was 

unconscious and took time to develop.  But in both cases, one of the components of whiteness — 

                                                 
19 Peter Silver, Our Savage Neighbors: How Indian War Transformed Early America (New York: Norton, 2008). 
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and White racial consciousness — was the identification of “savage” and “barbarian.”  The 

formation of this racial consciousness informed White combatants in the Indian Territory Civil 

War when encountering behavior that violated the White expectations of war-related behavior.20   

   

 The following thesis is split into three chapters, each adding to the picture of the cultural 

and racial dimensions of the Indian Territory Civil War.  Chapter 1 sets the stage for the war by 

highlighting the extant violence both inside and immediately outside Indian Territory before the 

war, as well as the ways older conflicts among the five removed tribes (Cherokees, Creeks, 

Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Seminoles) erupted anew with the onset of the Civil War.  As the 

war got underway, the Creek Civil War fought in the Fall of 1861 foreshadowed the clash of 

cultures to come in later war years.  Chapter 2 focuses on the formation and continuation of 

racial identities through the grammar of warfare as White, Black, and Native cultures clashed on 

the battlefield, using the Cherokee scalping of White soldiers at Pea Ridge in addition to the 

Tonkawa Massacre and the Hay Field Massacre, also known as the Battle of Flat Rock Creek, on 

the eve of the Second Battle of Cabin Creek as illustrations.  Chapter 3 turns to the irregular, 

guerrilla war waged by Confederate Cherokee Brigadier General Stand Watie and White Union 

Colonel William A. Phillips, as the Euro-American rules of war sanctioned violent behavior in 

the mold of the Native grammar of war, causing terrible violence for civilians.  This thesis, then, 

is not a complete blow-by-blow account of the Indian Territory Civil War.  Rather its purpose is 

to highlight how the war took place within the unique cultural and racial contours of Indian 

Territory, thereby filling in a gap in the collective knowledge of the Civil War, and perhaps 

                                                 
20 Jill Lepore, The Name of War: King Philip’s War and the Origins of American Identity (New York: Vintage Press, 

1998). Alden T. Vaughn, New England Frontier: Puritans and Indians, 1620-1675 (Norman: University of 

Oklahoma Press, 1995); Roy Harvey Pearce, Savagism and Civilization (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 

1953). 
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providing a launch pad for future studies of the role culture and race played as the United States 

unleashed violence on Native people in the second half of the 19th century.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 BURN THE PRAIRIE 

Phoebe Banks and her family had been fleeing northward all throughout the autumn of 

1861.  The weather was cold and precipitation added ice to the many troubles Opothleyahola’s 

long train of Union-sympathizing Creek soldiers, civilians, and slaves had to endure as Texan 

and Cherokee Confederates pursued them into Kansas.  Banks was a slave held by a prominent 

Creek family, and she witnessed, in that capacity, the chaos and the terror of the final battle of 

the Indian Territory Civil War’s first campaign despite the beleaguered Creeks’ best efforts “to 

fight off them soldiers like they done before.”  The battle of Chustenahlah was the final loss for 

the Unionist Creeks.  After the battle, Banks later remembered “runaways riding ponies stolen 

from their master[s]”, and Creeks “scattered around and separated” from one another.  As they 

fled, “they burn[ed] [the] Prairie.”21  How did it come to this for Banks and her people?   

The Civil War in Indian Territory was different than the war that exploded elsewhere in 

North America.  In this first campaign of the conflict, the war involved solders fighting civilians, 

Native and White people fighting other Native people, and a mixture of Native and Euro-

American ways of war.  This campaign was just the beginning.  It ushered in four years of 

bloody, violent chaos felt by soldier and civilian alike.  With the political fracturing of the 

removed tribes, Confederate ambition in the West, and the threat of violence from Kansas, 

Texas, and the western half of the territory spilling over, the Civil War in Indian Territory was 

one of incredible violence.   

                                                 
21 Interview of Phoebe Banks, Grant Foreman Collection, Box 11, The Gilcrease Museum (hereinafter TGM). 
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The violence came from different places and manifested itself in different ways.  Before 

the war, disputes over Indian Removal split many tribes into warring factions, and in the years 

that followed they resorted to violence against each other from time to time.  The arrival of the 

removed tribes set off a wave of violence between the new immigrants and the old inhabitants of 

the region, as the plains tribes already living in the territory often raided settlements along the 

border, causing tribal governments and the federal government to seek uses of state power, such 

as material aid from Indian agents and military aid in the form of forts rimming the territory, in 

order to keep the peace.  When the war came, the Union abandoned its forts throughout the 

territory, triggering political crises in the tribes, of which the Confederates took advantage, 

gobbling up tribes in its sphere of influence.  An already violent territory became more violent, 

as the first campaign of the war in Indian Territory saw Confederates assist their Creek allies in 

ejecting Unionist Creeks from the territory.  What broke out, then, was not a new war; it was a 

dramatic escalation of an old one that had been fought over many decades between and among 

Whites and Natives.22 

And it was to be a different kind of war for everyone involved.  While fighting a war in 

the European mode was the accepted rule of warfare, the war in Indian Territory materialized a 

fusion of Native and European cultural practices.  This way of war was the normative “grammar” 

of the conflict, straining the Euro-American expectations of appropriate behavior on the 

battlefield.  During the Civil War the Five Tribes strove to fight according to the Euro-American 

grammar, but their success in holding to this ideal was mixed.  Union and Confederate leaders 

tried to hold their Native troops to the Euro-American grammar, considering them functionally 

                                                 
22 Arrell M. Gibson, The Chickasaws (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1972), 220-225; David La Vere, 

Contrary Neighbors: Southern Plains and Removed Indians in Indian Territory (Norman: University of Oklahoma 

Press, 2000), 141-66. 
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part of the Euro-American apparatus until Native people shifted to their own cultural grammar of 

warfare.  This cultural clash is epitomized by the brief and bloody Creek Civil War in the late 

Fall of 1861.  The experiences of Phoebe Banks and the rest of the Unionist Creeks and their 

allies trudged in the cold toward Kansas are exemplary of the cultural clash and the violence that 

defined the Civil War in Indian Territory.  

The Grammars of War 

 “[Indians] have no stated rules of discipline, or fixed methods of prosecuting a war,” 

wrote one British colonist who had experience fighting Natives. “[T]hey make attacks in as 

many different ways as there are occasions on which they make them, but generally in a very 

secret skulking, underhand manner, in flying parties that are equipped for the purpose.”  The 

view was derisive, racist.  But the differences between this White man’s conception of 

acceptable modes of warfare and what he observed among Native people were real.  The 

descriptive “skulking” was a common way Europeans referred to Native methods of warfare in 

the colonial period.  Despite the derision of Native cultural norms regarding warfare, European 

colonists adopted many of these norms and carving out a unique American way of war that was a 

fusion of Native and European ways of war.  As historian Wayne Lee has argued, ways of war 

were “grammars,” which he defines as “structures, patterns, and internally consistent logic…in 

which violent acts carry meaning and convey intention.”  Different sides abided by these 

grammars in order to communicate their intentions, which were rarely merely killing.  These 

rules were often enforced by cultural understandings.  Violence, therefore, was a way to 

communicate to the opponent: if one side in a conflict operated within the understood way of war 

— within the grammar — that side could see the enemy as perhaps redeemable, one of their 
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own.  Violence outside this grammar could mean that the enemy was unredeemable, a 

barbarian.23 

 Within this framework, warfare between Europeans and Natives was a cultural exchange 

and miscommunication simultaneously.  Natives and Whites had fought each other since the era 

of contact in the late 15th and early 16th centuries.  Rather than one form of warfare dominating, 

both side adopted grammatical rules from each other to form a new American way of warfare.  

For instance, European colonists fought more and more in the “skulking” style of their Native 

enemies rather than in tight formations packed, primarily to make massed firing more effective.  

Native warriors, meanwhile, adapted to firearm technology.  Conventional Native tactics relied 

hit-and-run attacks, ambushing the enemy from the trees, or falling upon villages full of non-

combatants.  Native warriors might capture prisoners, destroy their homes and crops, and 

occasionally resorting to scalpings or other ritual trophy-taking.  And as European colonist 

engaged Native peoples continually, they adapted to this way of waging war, molding it with 

their European understandings of how to fight wars.  This created a uniquely violent American 

way of warfare.24 

 While most Europeans initially tried to hold on to their rules of warfare, depending on the 

behavior of their enemies, they often adapted their own grammars of war in ways they 

considered “savage” when exhibited by Native people.  On a scouting expedition during the 

Seven Years War, for instance, Robert Rogers took French prisoners and issued orders that 

                                                 
23 Robert Rogers, A Concise Narrative of North America (London, 1763), 229.  Armstrong Starkey, European and 

Native American Warfare, 1675-1815 (London: University College of London, 1998) 17-20.  Wayne Lee, 

Barbarians & Brothers: Anglo-American Warfare, 1500-1865 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 1-3.  

Lee’s quote is a paraphrase Clifford Geertz, “Religion as a Cultural System,” in Interpretation of Cultures (New 

York: Basic Books, 1973), 89. 
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should he be attacked in retaliation by the French, the prisoners were to die.  The French 

attacked, and the prisoners “were knocked in the head” by Rogers’s men.  Such an episode was 

normally outside the rules of the European grammar, but due to the brutality of the Seven Years 

War, Rogers’s superiors did not reprimand him.  Such actions could be taken against Natives, 

whose “savagery” fell outside the bounds of lawful warfare, thereby giving European colonists 

warrant also to act outside the bounds.  The grammatical rules that frowned upon petite guerre 

acted as restraints within European military cultures.  But in American practice, those restraints 

were often ignored, especially against Native people.25 

 During the Revolution, there were two wars: one following the European grammar and 

the other following the American grammar.  The American way of war was well-established by 

the time of the Revolution when George Washington employed European officers to drill his 

soldiers in the ways of European warfare.  Even during the American Revolutionary War, the 

American way of warfare predominated in the backcountry.  Bands of partisan “rangers” 

attacked each other and Native peoples.  They regularly ignored European rules.  They even 

targeted officers, something unthinkable to Europeans, who saw the officer as the individual 

holding back wanton, chaotic bloodshed.   

 When American Patriots fought British regulars, however, they used the European 

grammar of warfare.  The British, despite their dismissal of colonial military capability, also 

associated the colonials with Native warfare and violence.  Wayne Lee argues that Washington’s 

Europeanization of war making was a signal to the British that the Americans were fighting 

according to the same grammar, so that the British considered Americans brothers rather than 

“barbarians.”  Washington understood the stigma associated with American war making.  The 
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British encountered this at Lexington and Concord, for instance.  Should the British regard the 

Americans as the “other,” American soldiers would not be afforded the same protections as other 

European combatants enjoyed and be subject to extra-grammatical violence should a patriot 

become a wounded or a prisoner.  Washington, then was trying to distance his army from the 

American grammar to communicate to the British that Americans were like them.26 

 After the Revolution, the United States military used both the European and American 

grammars.  During the War of 1812, while American forces battled the British along the eastern 

seaboard following the European grammar, American forces battled Natives in the south and the 

west using the American grammar.  This duality of approach was common.  Tactics inspired by 

the mastery of Napoleon Bonaparte in his rampages through Europe inspired American military 

minds to conform to European standards.  In 1855 Major William Hardee of the United States 

Army published Rifle and Light Infantry Tactics for the Exercise and Manoeuvres of Troops 

When Acting as Light Infantry or Riflemen, commonly known as Hardee’s Tactics.  Hardee used 

his extensive experience learning the art of war in France, observing French tactics in the early 

1840s, which were the gold standard for armies operating in the European grammar of warfare.  

But American military culture relied heavily on militias and other amateur forces it had 

employed in wars past.  Rather than being concentrated for rapid deployment against European 

or other White American powers, a good number of the meager American army remained 

scattered throughout the borderlands in forts and other installations.  This duality between 

European and American military cultures persisted even as American military officials were 
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busy forging the Euro-American grammar on the eve of the Civil War.  American armies were 

expected to behave as European armies, particularly the French army.27 

 Then the war came.  As volunteers began to flood recruiting stations to enlist, armies on 

both sides trained and were expected to fight according to Hardee’s Tactics or some other 

manual explicating the Euro-American grammar.  For Native peoples, especially the Five Tribes 

removed from the southeastern United States some thirty years prior, the Cherokee, Choctaw, 

Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole tribes, comporting to the Euro-American grammar was part and 

parcel of their overall transformation comporting to American cultural norms more broadly. 

Pre-war Violence in Indian Territory 

Before the Civil War, the Indian Territory was beset by violence.  The violence came 

from clashes between removed Native peoples and the peoples of the plains already living in 

Indian Territory, as well as with marauding bandits and thieves from Texas.  Political rivalries 

within some of the removed tribes also became violent, especially within the Cherokee Nation, 

whose removal saga split the tribe into factions that warred with each other during the larger 

Civil War.  Other removal-era political rivalries led to bloodshed during the war, particularly 
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among the Creeks.  The Civil War did not bring violence to Indian Territory, but rather added to 

the violence already existing there. 

Indian Removal was a violent process that thrust the Five Tribes into an unknown land 

next to unfamiliar neighbors.  The violence escalated for many tribes upon their arrival in Indian 

Territory with internal and external forces acting as violent catalysts.  Political factions sought 

retribution for removal treaty betrayals, bands of plains tribes and Texans wreaked havoc on 

many of the removed tribes, as the United States sped towards Civil War.  The United States 

tried to stop some of the violence and create a stable place for the Five Tribes to live.  The 

violence continued, however, and be a chilling backdrop to the coming of the Civil War. 

Political infighting among the five removed tribes from the Southeastern United States 

led to a rash of violence and threw many of the tribes into chaos before the Civil War broke out.  

The Cherokees were exemplary in this regard.  Different Cherokee groups emerged out of the 

tragedy of removal to Indian Territory.  From 1794 to 1838, Cherokees split into no fewer than 

four separate groups, all with different leaders, agendas, and viewpoints on removal.  Once in 

Indian Territory, the Cherokees continued the same infighting that characterized their pre-

removal politics.  Removal marked the dividing lines within Cherokee political debate.  These 

dividing lines formed around the leaders, such as John Ross, Stand Watie, John Ridge, Elias 

Boudinot, among others.  Slavery caused further controversy.  Cherokees, much like the rest of 

their neighbors within the Five Tribes, contained a slave-holding population, and much like the 

White southern culture from which they were driven, only a small minority of the population was 

wealthy enough to own slaves.  In this vein, cracks in what political unity existed for the 
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Cherokee became more prominent.  The lack of political unity directly led to the chaos and 

brutality that characterized the Civil War in Indian Territory.28  

One source of the political chaos within the Cherokee Nation was the creation of secret 

societies.  These societies had freemasonic origins and coalesced around issues of slavery and 

traditionalism, or what it meant to hold fast to tribal traditions.  Along these lines, Cherokee split 

into two camps: the “Full Bloods” and the “Mixed Bloods.”  Cherokee “Mixed Bloods,” who 

generally supported slavery, founded a chapter of the pro-slavery secret society called the 

Knights of the Golden Circle.  The Full Blood element of the Cherokees began to flock to 

traditionalist ideas and the ancient “Kituwah” ideal.  On April 15, 1858, traditionalist, “Full 

Blood” Cherokees founded the society on the ancient Cherokee ideal of “Ani-Kituhwagi”, the 

idea of a “beloved community” dedicated to the “old ways” of living.  Those who sought to 

maintain and preserve the old ways, and reject many White societal institutions — such as 

slavery — practiced the old religion and spoke only the Cherokee language.  The Keetoowah 

believed that slavery represented the greatest evil to traditional lifeways because it was the 

biggest link of the “Mixed Blood” faction to White southern culture.  Adding the Keetoowah to 

the inter-tribal political conflict served to exacerbate further the fissures between the “Full 

Blood” and “Mixed Blood” elements.29 

                                                 
28 William MacLoughlin, After the Trail of Tears: The Cherokees’ Struggle for Sovereignty, 1839-1880 (Chapel 
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The dispute between “Mixed Bloods” and “Full Bloods” was not dependent upon 

affiliation with American political parties or ideologies.  These divisions were manifestations of 

tribal politics going back at least fifty years, and they shaped the relations between Cherokee 

people and the warring sections during the Civil War.  For not all Cherokees were keen on 

allying with the Confederacy.  John Ross and the more radicalized members of the Keetoowah 

society, called “Pins” for the crossed pin symbol they wore on their jackets, were hesitant to cast 

their lot with the Confederacy, due to their anti-slavery beliefs.  What the Confederacy 

represented, therefore, was a perpetuation of cultural links to corruptive White southern 

influences, whereas the Union provided a way for the Keetoowah to pursue their goal of a 

“beloved community.”  Conversely, pressure on Cherokee officials to ally with the Confederacy 

accentuated political fissures within the Cherokee Nation extant from the removal period 30 

years before.  While John Ross’s removal-era political enemies, Stand Watie and Elias Boudinot, 

readily embraced the Confederacy, John Ross sought to remain steadfast to the Union.  

Eventually, John Ross caved to Confederate pressure and signed the treaty allying the Cherokee 

Nation with the Confederacy in the Summer of 1861.  Ever the political enigma, however, Ross 

still lobbied the United States government on behalf of his beleaguered people throughout the 

war.30 
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Creeks were also removed piecemeal, with bitter rivalries causing further strife within an 

already painful removal process.  The Creeks were split between Lower Creeks, led by the 

McIntoshes, who came to Indian Territory a few years before the majority of the Creeks, and 

Upper Creeks, led by Opothleyahola, the vaunted chief and warrior, who made his mark upon 

Creek history by his actions in the Red Stick War and War of 1812.  Upon removal to Indian 

Territory, Opothleyahola and the Upper Creeks orchestrated the purge of William McIntosh, the 

Lower Creek leader, who was instrumental in signing the removal treaty.  The United States 

Army came in to stop further bloodshed, but the Upper Creeks settled away from the Lower 

Creeks, giving a physical dimension to a cultural, political, and social rift.  Political reforms 

brought the sides closer together, but these reforms did not centralize the government nearly 

enough, leading to a continuation of political factionalism.  When the Seminole groups arrived 

from Florida, they settled near the Upper Creeks and fall under Creek patronage for several 

years.  The smallest of the Five Tribes, during the Civil War, they followed Chief John Jumper 

and largely ally themselves with the Confederacy and never formed a consistent Unionist 

resistance.31   

The Choctaws and the Chickasaws went west without much internal discord.  The United 

States removed both tribes in one movement, and both tribes cooperated prior to and after 

removal, especially after the Chickasaws officially became part of the Choctaw Nation in 1837.  
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The Choctaws occupied land wedged between Arkansas and Texas, with the Chickasaw lands 

lying to their west.  Both tribes benefitted from convenient access to waterborne transportation 

via the Red River, which made Southern markets for produce, especially cotton, a vital source of 

income.  Slave traders brought their human cargo up the Arkansas and Red Rivers, further 

bringing the Choctaws and Chickasaws within the orb of King Cotton and Southern culture and 

economics.  After removal, both tribes had a united government, but in 1855, the Chickasaws 

sought greater autonomy and separated politically from their Choctaw neighbors.32 

Indian Territory saw its own share of violence before the Civil War.  The Chickasaws are 

exemplary of this strife.  The trials of the Chickasaws in Indian Territory demonstrate the fraught 

nature of relations between the Five Tribes and the reserve tribes of the plains that often resulted 

in violence.  Many wound up in Indian Territory wealthy due to their favorable removal terms 

but homeless due to marauding bands of Comanches and Texans keeping the Chickasaws from 

establishing permanent settlements.  As a result, the Chickasaws occupied no less than five 

camps in the Choctaw Nation upon removal.  When Chickasaws did try to settle on their allotted 

land, they almost immediately became subject to attacks from plains tribes and also the 

Kickapoos, who themselves had been removed to Indian Territory from the Great Lakes region.  

Wichitas, Comanches, and Kiowas also terrorized Chickasaw country, employing the traditional 

Native grammar of warfare.  White people also added to the violent incursions with rampaging 

bands of Texans who set cabins ablaze, stole horses, killed livestock, and slaughtered civilians.   

Chickasaw leaders petitioned the United States government to provide protection.  One 

Chickasaw chief wrote to President Martin Van Buren that “we are placed entirely on the frontier 
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and surrounded by various bands of hostile Indians…[we] are at the mercy of these roving 

bands.”  The Chickasaws’ proposed solution was a force “in our District to protect our lives and 

our property.” The violence of the Indian Territory borderland that came from within in the case 

of the Cherokees and Creeks now came from without in the case of the Chickasaws.  Their 

territory exposed to them to violence perpetrated by Native and Whites people alike, and they 

turned to the only power capable of restraining the violence, the United States government.33 

Federal officials agreed with the Chickasaw proposal and decided to employ a Euro-

American grammatical fix to the Native violence.  Their agent, A.M. Upshaw, recognized the 

impossibility “for [the Chickasaws] to live in peace and safety without the protection from the 

United States.”  The problem was that there were only a handful of dragoons at Fort Towson in 

Choctaw country to patrol “[t]he southwestern part of [Chickasaw lands],” which were “a great 

outlet and inlet to” attacks made by “all tribes north, and Spaniards and wild Indians to the south 

and west.”  General Winfield Scott ordered reinforcements to Fort Towson and the construction 

of two new outposts in the Euro-American mode in Chickasaw territory, Forts Washita and 

Arbuckle.  Tribal governments also established American-style militias in for protection from 

violence.  These militias worked side-by-side with American cavalry expeditions to pacify plains 

tribes causing trouble along the border.  This did much to check the incursions of plains tribes 

and the Kickapoo.  The Chickasaws took it upon themselves to negotiate agreements with their 
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Native enemies along the Red and Washita River valleys, and with the Texas government as 

well.34 

Violence was also one of the most pressing concerns elsewhere within Indian Territory 

for both the tribes and the government.  Whites encroached onto Cherokee and Osage lands 

illegally, often under the pretense that their maps and surveys were wrong.  After United States 

dragoons, fighting in the American grammar of irregular violence, “[burned] a few cabins,” the 

squatters left.  To make matters worse, federal officials reported internecine conflicts within the 

tribes, especially among the Cherokee, who suffered “many murders and other crimes” due to the 

formation of “secret associations by full blood members of the tribe,” as well as the accusation 

that missionaries were causing a disruption within Cherokee lands by spreading anti-slavery 

messages.  A string of murders hit the Cherokees in 1855, most likely politically-motivated, 

which drew the attention of the federal government, who used cavalry from Fort Cobb to forcibly 

“assist” John Ross in rounding up the troublemakers.35 

The Five Tribes were surrounded by violence that threatened to spill over into Indian 

Territory.  In Kansas, for example, violence spread due to the on-going battle between free-

soilers and pro-slavery radicals.  Free State Jayhawkers battled pro-slavery Bushwhackers as the 

doctrine of popular sovereignty turned bloody on the central plains. The violence crescendoed 

with two events: John Brown and sons’ grotesque butchery of pro-slavery Kansans as the Marias 
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des Cygnes Massacre, and the pro-slavery sack of the free soil capital, Lawrence.  The Civil War 

eventually engulfed the political violence of the 1850s in Kansas, especially after Kansas was 

admitted as a free state in 1861.  War-related violence continued, though, particularly when 

Kansas provided sanctuary to thousands of Native refugees fleeing north from the violence in 

Indian Territory.36 

Perhaps more directly relevant to Indian Territory was the violence in Texas.  Comanches 

and Kiowas threatened the peace and territorial sovereignty of Texas.  The federal government 

erected a series of forts and installments in west Texas, as well as throughout the southern half of 

Indian Territory, to protect Texans and the so-called “reserve” tribes of the high plains, most 

notably Wichitas and Caddos, as well as peaceful Comanches and Kiowas.  These forts 

introduced Texas and Indian Territory to the Euro-American grammar of warfare, but the 

troopers campaigning against the Native people of the region were continuing the cycle of Indian 

wars using the American grammar.  Banditry, thievery, cattle rustling, assault, and murder all 

made up the kaleidoscope of violence in Texas before and during the Civil War.  Continuing 

trouble with Native peoples, especially the reserve tribes, also plagued the Indian Territory 
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during the war.  Kansas and Texas provided a violent preamble, and chaotic backdrop, to the 

violence of the Civil War in Indian Territory.37 

Federal Indian agents sought to curb the violence through more Euro-American military 

involvement.  The Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1860 recommended, for example, 

“establishing a military post near or within the limits of the Cherokee Nation” so that “the 

maintenance of the authority of the United States and the enforcement of law and order” in 

Cherokee country could be affected.  The introduction of the United States Army to keep law 

and order in Indian Territory also introduced the on-going war of competing grammars waged 

between White and Native people.  The United States dragoons, cavalry, and infantry that came 

to keep the peace came with notions about not only how they should fight wars, but also an 

understanding about how Native peoples fought wars.  Two years earlier, the commissioner had 

also recommended military intervention against the “wild and lawless” Comanches and Wichitas 

in order to protect the Chickasaws and Choctaws.  Here cultural and racial understands began to 

ossify.  In protecting the Five Tribes with a military force organized according to the Euro-

American grammar, the United States signaled that Native people could become grafted into the 

White cultural world.  At the same time, the United States also signaled that Native people could 

be the “other,” the “barbarian,” as soldiers fought in the American grammar, using the 

hybridized way of war employed by White people for centuries against Native people.38 

The reliance on the federal government should not be construed as total.  The 

maintenance of sovereignty and the ability to provide for their own needs was a point of pride for 
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the Tribes.  Annuities and supplies helped, but all of the Five Tribes participated in agriculture, 

trade, and politics.  Indeed, each nation had a functioning government to help ensure the welfare 

of its people.  The exit of federal authority from Indian Territory, whether in the defection of 

Indian agents to the Confederacy or evacuation of soldiers, opened the doors for a more 

meaningful partnership with the Confederacy that complimented tribal sovereignty rather than 

abrogated it. 

Making Indian Territory Confederate 

 A crisis in the Creek Nation early in the war served as a type for the kind of war that was 

in store for the Indian Territory.  White Confederates deployed the Euro-American grammar as 

they pursued their campaign against the Unionist Creek leader Opothleyahola.  Native people 

fought nominally according to the Euro-American grammar, but often shifted to fighting in their 

traditional Native grammar of warfare.  This was the Creek Civil War.  In this first campaign of 

the Indian Territory Civil War, the method of fighting prefigured the larger cultural clash that 

was to follow.  This campaign ended with Phoebe Banks and her family fleeing in chaos from an 

enemy they knew all too well and moving into a future they knew not at all.   

As war loomed, the relative importance of Indian Territory to neighboring Southern 

states became apparent.  Arkansas and Texas both sought to secure Indian Territory for the 

Confederacy.  What concerned them especially was the possibility that Kansas and Missouri 

could offer Union armies strategic bases from which to conduct military operations and invade 

deep into Southern territory.  The first step in winning Indian Territory for Arkansas and Texas, 
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and later the Confederacy, was to ensure that the powerful tribes in the eastern half of the 

territory allied themselves with the South.39 

The cultural connections the Five Tribes had with the Southern states made an alliance 

with the Confederacy a distinct possibility.  Many members of the Five Tribes nevertheless 

needed coaxing: They did not join the Confederacy as a matter of course.  There were many 

steps that led them to alliance, and the tribes were loath to engage with the Confederacy, despite 

the southern cultural pull many within the Five Tribes felt.  Confederate officials were astute in 

jumping on the opportunity to bring the Five Tribes into the Southern fold.  Chaos and rumors 

flew in these early days.  Reverend Evan Jones wrote of reports he heard from “rebel papers” 

that the Cherokee “had joined the Confederates, and would raise a regiment of mounted men.”  

Some in Cherokee Country even questioned the loyalty of the agent, R.J. Cowart, as to whether 

he was secretly supplying Rebel-sympathizing Cherokees with supplies.  Many of the rumors 

proved to be true.  Benjamin McCulloch, the agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, soon 

turned his allegiances southward upon the secession of Texas.40 

On the Union side of things, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, predictably, expressed concern 

at the events in Indian Territory.  Rumblings of Confederate activities there highlighted the need 

for greater Union effort to stave off a Confederate-Native alliance.  The United States 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs, William P. Dole, wrote to the Secretary of the Interior that the 

majority of individuals in the tribes were loyal, but “in some of the border Slave states, the 

majority is overawed by the minority.”  Dole’s optimistic appraisal of Native loyalty did contain 
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veiled barbs for Lincoln’s favored policy of evacuating the frontier forts, but he remained firm in 

his belief that “even a small force of federal troops” in “disaffected States” would “preserve the 

peace.”  The small force turned out to be three thousand Federal troops, the number Dole chose 

that could restore order and bring the “disaffected” tribes back into the fold.  The troops were not 

forthcoming.  Undeterred, in August, Dole proposed to arm “the friendly Indians” to aid in their 

own defense, thereby incorporating them into the Euro-American Union Army.  Federal Indian 

agents and officials on the ground, bereft of military support, recognized the existential threat the 

rebellion posed for stability and order within Indian Territory.41 

On April 16 Lieutenant Colonel William H. Emory, commander of the First United States 

Cavalry, ordered his men to abandon Fort Washita.  In this, Lt. Colonel Emory took the first step 

toward an Indian Territory Civil War.  McCulloch’s task force peaceably occupied Forts Cobb, 

Arbuckle, and Washita mere hours after the federals had abandoned them.  Other Confederate 

forces occupied Forts Smith and Gibson.  On the eve of war, the United States Army had all but 

lost the allegiance of the removed tribes.  The best-case scenario was that they remained at least 

nominally neutral.  Without meaningful Federal military support, the Confederates were free to 

craft relationships with the tribes.42 

Native people acted on their own initiative, and the Confederacy was quick to take 

advantage.  As an exercise of this sovereignty, the Five Tribes, for example, held general council 

meeting in the Creek Nation in order to discuss whether the tribes should join with the 
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Confederacy or stay loyal to the Union.  What the tribes were looking for, ultimately, was further 

assurance from the United States of “future security and protection.”  They did not get it — at 

least from the Union.  Instead, the Confederate States seemed ready, willing, and able to provide 

such assurances to the tribes.  Confederates also began courting native tribes in Indian Territory 

to join the Southern cause.  The Confederate government sent Albert Pike into Indian Territory 

with the mission to form alliances with native tribes there.  Confederate officials deliberately 

chose Pike.  He was a one-time Indian Agent and had spent much time among the Five Tribes 

while living in Arkansas.  He also had knowledge of their languages as a prolific polyglot.  

Sending Pike was a signal to the tribes that they had a reliable ally, who not only understood the 

political aspect of an alliance, but who also understood the culture of the tribes.43 

With the help of McCullough, Pike managed to bring the Choctaws and Chickasaws into 

the Confederate fold.  Most Seminoles also joined.  Pike easily convinced the Upper Creeks to 

sign a treaty with the Confederacy.  The Upper Creeks were headed by the powerful McIntosh 

and Harjo families, who had ties to the South and Southern culture, among them, slavery.  The 

Lower Creeks were led by Opothleyahola, a former chief and military leader, who had fought 

against Andrew Jackson during the War of 1812.  The Lower Creeks stood steadfast to their 

treaty obligations to the United States and distrusted many of the Upper Creeks, who had signed 

the removal treaty decades before.  Pike and the Upper Creeks tried to court Opothleyahola to no 
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avail.  Sensing the danger of the shifting political winds, Opothleyahola and his growing band of 

Lower Creeks, congregated near the Cherokee border.44 

Cherokees split along preexisting partisan divides.  The Southern-sympathizing 

Cherokees, and prominent members of the Knights of the Golden Circle, such as Stand Watie, 

fell in with the Confederacy immediately, while Keetoowahs and others allied with Principal 

Chief, John Ross, favored neutrality, if not outright Unionism, although both of these positions 

proved impossible to maintain.  Other leading Cherokees also favored an alliance with the 

Confederacy, among them, Elias Boudinot, who later served as the Cherokee representative in 

the Confederate Congress.  Many Union-sympathizing Cherokees fled to join Opothleyahola’s 

Unionist Creeks or flee to Kansas or Missouri.  Many Cherokees who harbored Union 

sympathies decided to stay and pledge nominal loyalty to the Confederacy rather than leave the 

Cherokee Nation.  Pike spent the summer traveling across Indian Territory, securing the 

allegiance of the Five Tribes and many reserve tribes as well.  Along with Pike’s diplomatic and 

political objectives, Brigadier General Ben McCulloch ordered him to raise two regiments of 

Indian troops in order to help with the defense of Indian Territory.  It was a marriage of 

convenience.45 
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There were many reasons why Native leaders within the Five Tribes reconsidered their 

relationship with the United States.  There had been veiled threats against the sovereignty of the 

Five Tribes from none other than Lincoln’s secretary of state, William Seward. A few years 

earlier while a presidential candidate, Seward had suggested “[t]he Indian Territory…must be 

vacated by the Indians.”  With Seward as Lincoln’s secretary of state, and the tepidity of the 

Lincoln administration in honoring their treaty obligations, the Confederate treaty proposals 

promising to honor tribal sovereignty turned many heads within Indian Territory.  There had also 

been recent droughts throughout Indian Territory, which stretched the sovereignty of the Five 

Tribes and the ability of the United States to provide for their material needs.  These droughts 

caused a general state of destitution among ordinary people for several years during the middle 

of the 1850s.  More and more, the tribes relied on federal relief for survival, but this dependence 

also bred conflict.  There were certain agents, to be sure, who tried their best to alleviate the 

suffering of the people, and who developed a trusting and working relationship with the tribes.  

Yet many of these agents were southern, and when the war came they switched allegiances even 

as they kept their jobs working as Indian agents for the Confederate government.  The prospect 

of joining the Confederacy looked more advantageous to the tribes than did sticking with the 

Union.46 
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The Confederate treaties with the tribes sought to remedy the problems the tribes’ 

encountered with the United States.  The Confederacy promised more autonomy for the tribes 

and even a pathway to statehood.  The Confederate government took over payment of annuity 

money to tribes and promised to provide supplies to alleviate the lingering suffering of the 

droughts.  Individuals could travel freely into surrounding states, under the new terms, which 

offered to deepen tribal ties with Southern commerce.  Perhaps most important, the Confederate 

vision of power and control over Indian Territory were the clauses that guaranteed the tribes 

protection from “domestic strife, hostile invasion, and from aggression by other Indians and 

white persons.”  These clauses attempted to guarantee peace in Indian Territory, which the 

United States had failed to provide before the war.47  

Culture was a large motivator for the Five Tribes in joining with the Confederacy.  

Choctaw and Chickasaw leading men had deep economic connections with the Southern cotton 

and slave economy.  The Five Tribes came from the South.  Tribal elites and “Mixed Bloods” 

absorbed Southern values.  They dressed as Southern Whites did.  They spoke English.  The 

political promises of the South were, indeed, important, especially considering the chronic 

struggles of the United States in providing for the tribes.  However, the cultural pull was a large 

factor in the formation of Native alliances with the Confederacy.48 
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and 1866 (New York: William P. Lyon and Son, 1869), 28-29, quoted in Rampp and Rampp, The Civil War Era in 

Indian Territory, 58-73. 
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All of this would be for not if the Confederacy could not defend its possession.  

Contrasted with the Union’s unease at using Native troops, Pike’s orders authorized him to raise 

and use soldiers from the Five Tribes.  In a report to the Confederate Provisional Congress, Pike 

also laid out Jefferson Davis’s overall strategic vision for the territory, which dovetailed with 

schemes for statehood: “It is both a military and political necessity that [Indian Territory] should 

form part of our own country.”  The price for safety and security would be the eventual loss of 

sovereignty.  This, Pike argued, was better than the alternative of having Union forces “free their 

slaves and seize their lands.”  The Confederate vision Pike presented to the tribes was one of 

unity, albeit with strings attached, which would not matter if the United States was in charge 

again.49 

Pike message to his fellow White, Southerners was an attempt to cast a White cultural 

gloss onto the Five Tribes.  He spoke highly of the character and dedication of the individual 

Native. Members of the Five Tribes “are a people with the same nature and affecations [sic] as 

ourselves, and controlled by the same motives and springs of actions.”  Pike also warned that 

“they are naturally unforgiving and revengeful, especially never forgetting a broken promise or 

violated pledge.”  To regard Pike and the Confederate policy as recognizing some sort of racial 

equality would be a mistake.  “The cai-a-was [Kiowas]…are inveterate horse-thieves, and are 

always at war,” he warned.  What Pike failed to understand was that the plains tribes’ grammar 

of war was different than that of his own grammar.50 

                                                 
49 Albert Pike report to the Confederate Congress, December 12, 1861, Confederate Commission on Indian Affairs 

file, OHS, 10, 18. 
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Conversely, the Confederate vision of Indian Territory was rosy for the Five Tribes, who 

were apparently Southern culturally, but the reserve tribes were troublesome, needing “two or 

three regiments [of Creek and Seminole troops] in order to kill them.”  Despite this outlook for 

the Five Tribes, who, in Pike’s estimation, could make good soldiers in the Euro-American mold, 

but the reserve tribes were not to be trusted, prone to violence, including murder.  “It would be 

well to remember this[] when we are reproached with the enlistment of civilized and christian 

Indians.”  Pike also admitted that even the Five Tribes were still Native people, not White.  Their 

cultural norms embedded deep within their societies could not so easily be replaced with that of 

the White, Southern culture, no matter how “civilized” the Five Tribes appeared.  Justified or 

not, Pike made it clear who could be included in the new Confederate order.51 

The Five Tribes were suitable for incorporation into the Confederacy because they 

supported slavery.  Pike noted they “are now all true to the cause of the South.”  Pike constantly 

appealed to the existential threat the Union posed to slavery.  The traditional lands of the Five 

Tribes lay within the South, who the tribes had few good feelings toward, a fact that Pike was 

eager to rectify.  The vision for a new, Confederate Indian Territory according to Pike was a 

Southern vision.  The tribes would lose their identities strictly as Native and be grafted into the 

Confederate nation.  Jefferson Davis eschewed the automatic admission of the Five Tribes as a 

state, on constitutional concerns, but did not foreclose the possibility.  In his letter submitted 

along with Pike’s report, Davis recognizes “the great importance of preserving peace with” the 

Five Tribes “on the frontier of Texas, Arkansas, and Missouri…because…of the spirit these 

tribes have manifested in making common cause with us.”  The Confederacy and Five Tribes had 

tied their fortunes together, the tribes falling within the Southern orbit, and the Confederacy 

                                                 
51 Ibid, 35, 37, 56. 
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committed to the safety and welfare of the tribes and their people.  This relationship did not 

become what Pike envisioned largely because the Confederacy was unable to maintain control 

and stifle the violence as the war crept back into the territory.  For whatever high hopes tribal 

leaders and Albert Pike may have had for a blossoming relationship, the opening salvos of Civil 

War erupted in the Creek Nation.  With the pieces on the board, the violent game was about to 

begin.52 

The Trail of Blood on Ice: The Creek Civil War 

After many Indian Nations signed treaties with the Confederacy, sizable Unionist 

minorities fled their homes and find relative safety from political retribution among other 

Unionists.  In 1861, most of these refugees were Creeks.  The first wave of these civilians 

congregated around Opotheleyahola’s camp in the southeastern corner of the Creek Nation.  

While there was division among the Cherokees and Seminoles regarding support of the 

Confederacy, the internal division of the Creeks was the only intra-tribal conflict to turn into 

open warfare in 1861.  Slaveholding and Southern-sympathizing Creeks were the majority of the 

Creek Nation, while Chief Opotholehoya and the Northern-sympathizing minority of Creeks 

congregated, along with refugees from other tribes, near the Creek town of Thloboloco.53  

While Unionist Natives sought refuge with Opothleyahola, Confederates began moving 

into the territory in force almost immediately.  Texans armed with every-day hunting weapons, 

knives, shotguns, flintlock muskets, and a few rifles began to move north in the late summer and 

early fall of 1861.  The 9th Texas Cavalry splashed across the Red River near modern-day 

                                                 
52 Ibid, 59; Davis to Confederate Provisional Congress, December 12, 1861, ibid, 5. 
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Denison, Texas in the early fall of 1861 after a summer of drilling, horse racing, and boredom.  

The 3rd Texas Cavalry crossed near Sherman, Texas into the Chickasaw Nation and proceeded 

through the Choctaw Nation into Arkansas in time to join Price’s army at Wilson’s Creek.  

Immediately upon entering the Choctaw Nation, the Texans marveled at the “beautiful country” 

and the peculiarity of the people living there.  These soldiers were bound for operations in 

Missouri, and they camped on the Cherokee-Choctaw-Creek border at North Fork Town, a hub 

at the intersection of the Texas Road and California Road, which served as a Confederate supply 

base.54   

Texan troops noted cultural and linguistic differences between Native people and 

themselves almost immediately, and the Texans connected these difference to war-making — a 

theme that became a constant refrain in the coming months.  A. W. Sparks, a trooper with 

Company I, 9th Texas Cavalry, recalled a “small negro Indian boy” issuing a call to other 

apparently unseen Natives soldiers that sounded like “something resembling the gobbling of a 

turkey,” which Sparks’s commander took to be an “Indian war-whoop.”  The Texans connected 

this sound with the behavior of the local Creeks, who were “in great excitement” over members 

of the tribe flocking to join Opothleyahola’s force.55 

Meanwhile, Confederates recognized the threat Opothleyahola’s growing group posed to 

their grip on Indian Territory.  Cooper estimated Opothleyahola’s effective strength at “800 to 

1,200 Creeks and Seminoles and 200 to 300 negroes,” with many more thousand women, 

                                                 
54 Douglas John Carter, As It Was: Reminscences of a Soldier of the Third Texas Cavalry and the Nineteenth 
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children, elderly, and invalids.  Meanwhile, Cooper placed combined Confederate strength at 

1,400.  If Opothleyahola could get organized and receive Union support in the shape of 

reinforcements and materials, Confederate domination of Indian Territory would be in 

jeopardy.56   

Confederate Creeks, Albert Pike, and Cherokee Principal Chief, John Ross, tried and 

failed to treat with Opothleyahola.  Gouge, as Opothleyahola was often called, stood firm to his 

treaty commitments with the United States.  News of his steadfastness to the Union spread 

throughout the Creek Nation and Indian Territory, as scores of Natives and runaway slaves 

joined his camp near Thobthlocco in the northeastern part of Creek Nation.  And as diplomacy 

with Gouge failed, the Southern-allied Creeks’ patience ran low.  They increasingly sought a 

military solution to a diplomatic problem.  Rather than continue fruitless parlays, 

Opothleyahola’s Creeks began to organize for war.  Outnumbered by and surrounded by 

Confederates and tribes allied with the Confederacy, refuge in Union-held Kansas was the only 

realistic option.57 

With his kinsmen-turned enemy bearing down on him, and his numbers swelling into the 

thousands full of Natives of several tribes, Opothleyahola turned to the federal government for 

assistance. Opothleyahola wrote a letter to the “Great Father” Abraham Lincoln on August 15, 

1861, and sent it with Union-sympathizing Creek envoys to Washington in late August.  “White 

people,” they noted, were driving a wedge in the Indian community “to fight against us and 

you.”  Only the strength of the “Great Father” could help the loyal Creeks “to keep off the 

                                                 
56 Report of Douglas H. Cooper, OR, 1:VIII:5-6.  Some estimates place Opothleyahola’s total number at 1,500 
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Cherokee Nation, 114. 
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intruder & make our homes again happy as they used to be.”  These envoys met with Union 

officials in Kansas, never reaching Washington.  Federal officials wished to keep Indian 

Territory tribes in its orbit but were unable to facilitate an inter-tribal parlay in Indian Territory.  

Any sort of meeting would have to be in Kansas, a solution which was unpalatable to now 

Confederate-allied Natives.  The federal government offered a tepid response promising help, but 

no help was to come.  Refuge where the United States could effectively wield its power was the 

only option.  Opothleyahola led his large band of Unionist Natives out of Creek Country and 

towards Kansas in November 1861.58 

Regiments of Confederate Choctaws and Chickasaws, as well as elements of the 9th 

Texas Cavalry, led by Cooper, caught up to Opothleyahola’s refugees and attacked them on 

November 19, 1861 at the Battle of Round Mountain.  This battle epitomized the chaos and 

violence of the war in Indian Territory.  Cooper attacked at night and could not pin down the 

Union Indian forces.  The Unionist Creeks fought back in the waning, autumn light, but the 

Confederate Creeks and their Texan allies got the upper hand after a few hours of fighting.  The 

beleaguered band of Creek refugees fled further northeast toward Kansas.59 

The action at Round Mountain was not remarkable, but the aftermath foreshadowed not 

only the brutality and chaos of the war to come in Indian Territory, but also highlighted the clash 

of cultural grammars employed by both White and Native soldiers throughout the Civil War in 

Indian Territory.  The Unionist Creeks fought back utilizing traditional methods of warfare, 

                                                 
58 Abel, The American Indian as Slaveholder and Secessionist, 246n491, 248n498, 250n504. 
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including burning the prairie before the advancing Confederates.  Opothleyahola’s soldiers also 

used a hodgepodge of weapons, including firearms, clubs, bows and arrows.  Before fleeing, 

some native women in the Unionist camp exacted brutal revenge on captured Texans, as they 

ruthlessly beat bonded Confederate skulls in with corn-grinding pestels.60   

Opotholehoya escaped to the north.  A rumored Union incursion into Missouri and 

Arkansas, meanwhile, diverted Confederate troops.  This distraction illustrates the problem of 

resources that plagued the war in Indian Territory:  There were never enough troops for a 

consistent, organized campaign in the Euro-American fashion, nor was the land capable of 

supporting troops, especially after much of the irregular violence began.  Opothleyahola spent 

the late fall of 1861 north of the Arkansas River, preparing for when the Confederates planned to 

attack once again.61 

With the Union threat to southwestern Missouri and northwestern Arkansas a mirage, 

McCulloch and Pike decided to eliminate Opothleyahola’s threat to Indian Territory altogether.  

Cooper brought a larger force this time, consisting of Confederate Creeks, Confederate 

Cherokees under the Ross-allied John Drew, and two more regiments of Texas troopers.  This 

force caught up with the beleaguered Unionist Creeks on December 9th at Chusto-talasah, 

winning a modest victory that sent the Creeks and a rag-tag assemblage of Unionist Natives from 

other tribes further toward the Kansas border.  On December 26th, at Chustenahlah, with Watie 

in the Confederate fold, Cooper then won a decisive victory that secured Indian Territory for the 
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Confederacy and drove Opothleyahola into Kansas as the weather turned bitter cold and freezing 

rain began to fall.62 

The aftermath of the campaign against Opothleyahola exacted a toll on civilians, who 

formed the majority of the Unionist Creek column.  The terror and chaos of the fleeing Unionists 

was captured by Phoebe Banks, who recalled the scene years later: people scattering in fear, 

slaves running away from their masters by “riding ponies stolen from their master[s]”, and 

panicked Creeks “burning the prairie,” trying desperately to slow the advance of their pursuers.63  

As Texans and Natives began to plunder the Unionist camp and take away vital supplies, one 

Texas trooper recalled seeing “a little baby sitting on a little blanket in the woods.  Everyone was 

running…and no one…[stopped] to pick up the child.  As it saw people running by, the little 

child began to wave its little hands [not knowing] that it had been deserted.”  Confederate Native 

and Texan troops captured many civilians, supplies and slaves, the latter of whom were marched 

to Fort Smith and bound for the New Orleans slave market.64 

The Creek Civil War served as a type for the cultural clash to come.  The Confederate 

troops performed many maneuvers according to the Euro-American grammar.  The Texan and 

Native troops, operated as dismounted cavalry, which was the preferred method of fighting 

against infantry.  The Texans also performed a rare and highly-complex maneuver: They formed 

a square.  The square was a defensive measure to protect infantry formations against cavalry 

                                                 
62 The best detailed accounts of the Opothleyahola campaign, known by the Creeks as the “Trail of Blood on Ice,” 
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charges of mounted troops wielding lances and swords.  Employed by the British at Waterloo 

with remarkable success against Napoleon’s legendary cavalry, the formation had become all but 

obsolete between 1815 and 1861.  Nevertheless, the Texans, themselves mounted troops, formed 

one against largely an unmounted enemy.  There was no need for such arcane defensive 

measures, as the Unionist Creeks, while having horses and firearms, also used traditional Native 

implements of war, among them bows and arrows, clubs, and ancient flintlock muskets. 

Something as quintessentially Euro-American, the infantry square, was used in the same battle as 

something quintessentially Native, the bow and arrow.  Native troops also fought from cover, in 

the Native mode.  The Confederates attacked the Unionist Natives according to the Euro-

American grammar.  Before the Battle of Chusto-talasah, Creek warriors painted their faces, the 

news of which spread fear among the pursuing Texans.  In the Indian Territory borderlands, the 

war took on a character that pitted the Euro-American grammar of war against the Native 

grammar of war, following the way the belligerents fought the Creek Civil War.65  
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CHAPTER 2 

“THE MEN WERE LIKE WILD BEASTS”: THE RACIALIZATION OF THE INDIAN 

TERRITORY CIVIL WAR 

After Confederate and Native troops pushed Opothleyahola’s refugees into Kansas, race 

became an important part of the Civil War in Indian Territory.  Native and African-American 

troops played a large part in the war, performing acts of heroism and acts of brutality.  Much of 

this brutality came from adhering to the Native and American grammars of warfare rather than 

the Euro-American grammar.  In some cases, the violence was simply wanton bloodshed outside 

the rules of war altogether.  In White eyes — indeed, in both Union and Confederate eyes — 

these episodes transformed Native people and African-Americans into an “other,” thereby 

interjecting race and culture into grammar of warfare.  The taking of scalps by Confederate 

Cherokees at the decisive Battle of Pea Ridge in nearby Arkansas, for example, turned 

“civilized” Native people into “savage” Indians, with both Union and Confederacy united in their 

condemnation of the act and those who performed it.  Massacres increasingly marred the war, 

taking the violence already infecting Indian Territory to an extreme, as the perpetrators of the 

massacres butchered those whom they considered the “other.” 

Both scalping and massacres came from the violation of the Euro-American grammar.  

Scalping was part of both the Native and American grammars of war, however.  Massacres most 

often happened during times of war, where one side mercilessly slaughtered enemies, who were 

wounded or in the process of surrendering.  Usage of the word “savage” by Whites connected to 

cultural difference, which ultimately denoted barbarity.  Native peoples were “civilized,” as long 

as they were brothers in arms, fighting the same war as Whites for the same purposes as Whites 

the same way as Whites.  Once outside this “civilized” grammar of warfare, Natives were 
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“savage.”  Black soldiers, though not called “savage,” certainly were barbarous in the eyes of 

White people, especially when the Confederacy saw Black soldiers in uniforms.  In the Indian 

Territory borderlands, being “savage” was being the other, a barbarian.  The cultural clashes in 

the Indian Territory Civil War underlined the racial “otherness” of a barbarian in the minds of 

Whites.  The unique cultural and racial makeup of the Indian Territory borderlands created an 

environment where extra-grammatical violence could flourish.66 

The Pea Ridge Scalpings 

 In both the Opothleyahola campaign and the first Union invasion of Indian Territory, 

Native troops fought according to the Euro-American grammar with little incident.  In the war’s 

opening months, both Union and Confederate commands saw the utility of arming and 

organizing Native people along the Euro-American grammar, and deployed them in the field in 

critical operations in the struggle for Indian Territory.  As the need for troops became a pressing 

concern to commanders, the Confederacy looked to Native troops in their push to secure 

Arkansas for the Confederacy and invade Missouri.  In the decisive battle in the struggle for 

Missouri, Native soldiers did not play a crucial role, but when they shifted from the Euro-

American grammar to the Native grammar, their actions racialized the war and drew accusations 

of “savagery.” 

 In the fall of 1862, Confederate Brigadier General Albert Pike resigned his commission.  

He did so because nearly four months earlier at the Battle of Pea Ridge, Arkansas, Pike’s Native 

soldiers attacked an isolated Union detachment, overran them, and scalped eight dead Iowans.  

The fallout led to Pike’s resignation, as both sides of the war recoiled at the apparent “savage” 
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behavior.  Ultimately, the apparent failure to restrain his Native soldiers after the battle, when 

they violated the expected grammar of warfare, spelled doom for Pike’s career, and cast Natives 

in Confederate service as “savage.”  Scalping, however, had been a component of wars among 

Native and White people for centuries, and was often an acceptable practice in the Native 

grammar of warfare.  European colonists and Americans also took up scalping as they waged 

wars on the borderlands.  By the time the Civil War erupted, scalping was a practice no longer 

acceptable, as the favored Euro-American grammar eschewed such behavior.  So when Native 

soldiers acted as they did, Whites were quick to castigate them as the racialized “other.”  The Pea 

Ridge scalpings underlined the tension between the competing grammars of warfare in the Indian 

Territory borderlands.67 

 On March 6, 1862, Pike led his Indian Brigade into battle at Pea Ridge.  Early in the day, 

his brigade, part of Ben McCulloch’s division, attacked the Federal right flank.  Many of 

McCulloch’s Texan and Arkansan cavalry drove Federals from the high ground, scattering them 

and causing confusion.  Pike’s Indians, mostly John Drew and Stand Watie’s Cherokees, did not 

participate in the Napoleonic-style attack but were reserved as shock troops after the initial 

charge.  The Cherokees, many of them dismounted on foot, attacked several Iowa cavalrymen, 

isolated from the main body of their unit.  For many of these Cherokees, Pea Ridge was their 

first taste of such a pitched battle according to the Euro-American grammar, which ended in 

what seemed to be a resounding Confederate victory.  As White Confederates continued the 

battle, the Cherokees wandered around a small prairie on which they had won their victory.  

Here, they scalped at least eight dead Iowans.  Allegations also surfaced that Cherokees began to 
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patrol the destruction left by the Texans and Arkansans and scalped Union dead and survivors, 

and in some cases, shot wounded Union survivors.68 

 The Napoleonic-style cavalry charge of the Texans and Arkansas stands in juxtaposition 

to the pell-mell, disorganized attack by the 1st and 2nd Cherokee Mounted Rifles at Pea Ridge.  

The latter’s commander, Albert Pike, had little regard for their abilities in a Euro-American 

battle.  He reported after the battle that “Indian troops are…entirely undisciplined…armed very 

indifferently with ordinary rifles and common shot guns.”  Reports also suggested that Native 

troops preferred to fire on bluecoats in the “skulking” style, from behind rocks and in trees when 

dismounted, “fighting as skirmishers when cover can be obtained.”  Pike further noted “[w]hen 

they agreed to furnish [soldiers] they invariably stipulated that they should be allowed to fight in 

their own fashion.”  This was an allowable stipulation for Pike, who never thought that Native 

troops would fight outside Indian Territory, as per their treaties with the Confederacy.  But the 

Confederate commander at Pea Ridge, Major General Earl Van Dorn, completely ignored this 

condition and the fight in Arkansas anyway.69 

 Pike’s post-battle report was an attempt to rehabilitate is reputation, sullied by the 

accusations of scalping as well as by the slighting by Van Dorn, who left Pike’s unit out of the 

official report to the Confederate War Department.  Pike did stand up for his soldiers noting their 

bravery, courage, and tenacity “pursuing Hopothleyahola in the snow and cold.”  He also noted 
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they had gone without pay and supplies, and had largely been ignored by the Confederate 

military command.  Pike, though, did not make the connection between the unconventional way 

his Native soldiers fought and their actions after the hostilities at Pea Ridge had concluded.  

They had begun the battle fighting according to the American grammar of war so heavily 

influenced by traditional Native warfare, which, officially, White American troops and their 

commanders rejected, or at least frowned on.  When Native soldiers scalped the Iowa dead at Pea 

Ridge, Whites on both sides misunderstood Native norms for ineffectiveness, cowardice, and 

“savagery.”70 

 Historically both Europeans and Natives had participated in scalpings.  Scalping was a 

ubiquitous practices among Native peoples, who often made spiritual connections to scalping, 

seeing the scalp of the fallen enemy as a totem representing life or the spirit of the dead.   

Archaeological and anthropological evidence also suggests that scalping may have been 

connected to ritual surrounding favorable weather, and scalps in the arid regions of North 

America often served as rainmakers.  The introduction of metal knives by European colonists 

may also have popularized the practice, as beheadings among New England tribes were more 

common before contact.  Often scalps were taken as war trophies as a tangible sign of victory or 

bravery.  In lieu of scalps, finger nails, fingers, hands, hair, and other body parts were taken off 

the dead (or nearly dead) for ritual and trophy purposes.71 
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 Europeans and Americans actively participated in and facilitated scalping, even as they 

frowned up on its practice by Native people, especially during the Seven Years ’War in North 

America and later the American Revolutionary War.  In the midst of the Revolution, 

Continentals also scalped Natives.  Whites in colonial British North America hired frontier 

rangers as “scalp hunters” to ravage the hinterlands during bloody conflicts with Natives.  In 

order to attract men to fight the wars of the Native grammar, colonial governments enticed men 

to join ranger units by offering bounties on scalps.  Scalping remained a part warfare in the North 

American borderlands throughout the 18th and 19th centuries to the extent that scalping was part 

and parcel with the American way of war with Native peoples.  Cherokees participated in the 

scalp trade during this time, as it was a common practice in the culture of their warfare.  In the 

culture of Cherokee warfare, scalping was a common practice.  Cherokees scalping had arisen 

anew at Pea Ridge.  Whites who practiced the Euro-American grammar of warfare were often 

scandalized by scalping reducing it to “savage” acts of the “barbarian” as opposed to “civilized” 

White behavior.72 
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 This pattern continued following Pea Ridge.  On March 22, 1862, the Davenport, Iowa 

Morning Democrat printed the casualty figures from the 3rd Iowa Cavalry, whose members 

came largely from the surrounding area.  In the list of those men killed at Pea Ridge, eight men 

featured the label “scalped” after their names.  Accounts of the battle and word of the scalpings 

had undoubtedly reached the community.  All that was left was to print the figures of the dead 

and wounded and confirm what was already known.  To make this distinction between the 

scalped and non-scalped served to highlight the scalpings as an atrocity not in conformity with 

the Euro-American grammar of warfare understood by Whites further east.  It tacitly served to 

highlight the Indianization of the entire Confederate military.  On the same day, nearly one 

thousand miles away in Rockland County New York, an article appeared in the Rockland County 

Journal detailing the “Great Battle at Pea Ridge.”  The article notes the Confederate strength at 

the battle and also notes the number of “Indians under Albert Pike.”  The article is brief, and the 

first half simply runs down rote figures of manpower and material losses of both sides.  

Newspapers all over the country reported minor engagements, so a significant battle like Pea 

Ridge receiving press coverage was not unusual, even in places like Rockford County.73  

 Of interest is the second half of the article.  The second half of the article reports on the 

subsequent exchange of “correspondence from the rebel General [Van Dorn] to [General] Curtis” 

seeking “permission to bury the dead at…Pea Ridge.”  Such arrangements were commonplace 

on a Civil War battlefield after the hostilities ceased.  According to the article, Curtis granted 

permission for the requested truce but regretted “to find that many of the Union soldiers who 

fell…were tomahawked, scalped, and otherwise shamefully mangled.”  This shameful mangling 

was “contrary to the rules of civilized warfare.”  Curtis also expressed hope to “the rebel 
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General…that the present struggle may not [degenerate] into a savage warfare.”  The article 

closes by holding “[t]he Indians of Mr. Pike’s command…responsible for the hideous 

tomahawking and scalping business.”  Newspapers all across the North included a retelling of 

the exchange between Union and Confederate commanders regarding the violation of the “rules 

of civilized warfare.”  Curtis also remarked to Van Dorn “The employment of Indians involves a 

probability of savage ferocity.”  Native peoples according to Curtis were inspired by “[b]loody 

conflicts” to inflict their “ancient barbarities.” It was too much to “expect civilized warfare from 

savage tribes.”  Ending with a flourish, Curtis summed up the feelings of White society: “If any 

presumption has been raised in their favor on the score of civilisation, it has certainly been 

demolished by use of the tomahawk, war-club, and scalping knife at Pea Ridge.”  The Cherokees 

and their Native cohort, in comporting to the Native and American grammars of warfare, 

appeared in the exchange as a racialized and inferior “other.”  So-called Native atrocities were 

nothing new in borderlands warfare, and violence on the borderlands between Native people and 

Whites had often included scalping.  Now anything outside the Euro-American grammar 

automatically rebutted the presumption of civilization and cast the violator as the other.74 

 White soldiers who experienced the battle understood Natives as the “other.”  One private 

told his family, “These Indians are blood thirsty and savage.  We know when we fight them that 

we have to fight on a different principle than we would white men.  We must be constantly on 

our guard as if we were fighting wildcats.”  A Union captain in the 3rd Iowa Cavalry, who 

witnessed the scalpings, summed up what the scalpings at Pea Ridge recalled that “There was 

                                                 
74 Ibid.  “The following is a copy of the correspondence…,” The New York Times, March 17, 1862.  OR, VIII:194.  
Curtis to Van Dorn, Frank Moore, The Rebellion Record: A Diary of American Events, With Documents, Narratives, 
Ullustrative Incidents, Poetry, Etc., 10 vols. (New York, 1861-67), 4:264.  Van Dorn had tried to deflect the 
accusations of scalping by Native soldiers with accusations that Union German soldiers had shot surrendering 
Confederates.  There is no evidence for this.  Ibid. 
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two of them infernal Indians taken prisoner and we have seen one that was killed…There will be 

no quarter shown them after this, that is certain.”  How one fought a war was an extension of 

culture and, ultimately, race.  Whites presumed the Confederate Native troops to be “civilized” 

since they behaved White by operating under the Euro-American grammar.  This presumption 

fell away after the scalpings at Pea Ridge.  Native troops had been fighting as White troops 

fought, but they shifted their operant grammar from the Euro-American to the Native grammar.  

With this shift, according to White people, they stopped being White and “civilized” and 

reverted to being Indians and “savages.”  Union soldiers after the battle understood that the 

grammar one follows when one fights carries with it a racial connotation.  Native soldiers were 

not worthy of quarter.  They were “wildcats,” animals.  If the Native soldiers fought outside the 

Euro-American grammar, they were unworthy of the “civilized” protections of that grammar.75 

 Northern press associated the Confederacy with the actions of their Native allies, and the 

Confederate command responded by immediately beginning to distance themselves.  

Confederate commander at Pea Ridge, Earl Van Dorn, did not include Pike’s report in his 

official report to Confederate officials.  Albert Pike’s sin, in the eyes of those who read the 

accounts of the scalpings in newspapers across the North and South, was a failure to ensure his 

men had behaved as White people.  Pike gave an order forbidding scalping in his unit, which the 

Cherokee government followed suit days later.  In order to salvage his reputation, he furiously 

wrote to anyone who would listen, including Curtis, claiming that he attempted to put a stop to 
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the proceedings.  Pike paid the price with his commission, as his attempts at self-defense proved 

futile.76 

 Members of the United States Congress was of the Pea Ridge scalpings.  In late 1861, 

Congress established the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War.  The idea for this 

committee was to highlight expected Confederate atrocities more so than to police Union actions 

during the war.  In short it was a propaganda arm of the Republicans in Congress.  Nevertheless, 

what the Joint Committee succeeded in doing was shedding light on the violence the extra-

grammatical violence that raged during the Civil War, especially at Pea Ridge.  Senator Charles 

Sumner of Massachusetts asked the Joint Committee to look into “rebel barbarities” and whether 

“Indian savages had been employed by the rebels in their military service, and how such warfare 

ad been conducted by said savages against the government of the United States.”  Sumner’s 

whole purpose reveals the importance of the investigation: how Native soldiers fought bore on 

their status as brothers or barbarians.77   

 The committee took testimony from Colonel Cyrus Bussey, commander of the 3rd Iowa 

Cavalry, who recalled that “eight [soldiers] were scalped, and the bodies of others were horribly 

mutilated, being…pierced through the body and neck with long knives.”  Other soldiers testify 

seeing Native troopers being “formed into companies and marched out in good order,” 

complicating the picture of how Native soldiers fought.  Native soldiers in Confederate service 

had one foot in the Native grammar of warfare and the other in the Euro-American grammar of 
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warfare.  Their actions at Pea Ridge comported more with the American grammar, the fusion 

between the Native grammar and the European grammars, which was the way borderlands 

conflicts had been fought for decades.  Ultimately the Joint Committee issued a report 

condemning Native actions and Pike, effectively marking him for life.78 

 Albert Pike spent the rest of his life defending his reputation.  In the process, he 

unwittingly reveals the racial attitudes of the Confederacy toward the Five Tribes.  After the war, 

he claimed he was “utterly opposed to taking” his Native troops out of Indian Territory, lest they 

“might commit barbarities.”  He insisted that his medical director first informed him of the 

scalpings days later, countering accusations that he had “goaded” his soldiers into scalping 

Union dead.  Pike also defended his soldiers praising their obedience, claiming “they were less 

inclined to do mischief “than other troops, like the reserve tribes, whom he denied arming or 

leading in battle, as they were “savage allies” and unfit for Euro-American military service.  Pike 

ultimately put the blame on the Pins in Drew’s 1st Cherokee Mounted Rifles, noting their 

treasonous desertion to the enemy later in 1862 as moral unfitness.  He also claimed the Pins 

resorted to such “barbarities,” in that they had “scalped many noncombatants” after the Union 

organized and deployed them in Indian Territory and northwest Arkansas.  For all the good will 

Pike had shown on behalf of Native people in signing them to treaties with the Confederacy and 

advocating for their inclusion in the greater Confederate project, he still considered them the 

“other” when their behavior fell outside the expected norms.  Native people could behave like 
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White people and absorb much of the White culture, but when they behaved according to their 

own cultural norms, Native people became the “other.”79 

 The problem for the Confederates in their racializing the Native and American grammars 

of was that the first scalps taken during the Indian Territory Civil War were by Confederate 

Creeks, who scalped Union Creek dead during the Trail of Blood on Ice.  Texan troopers 

remember seeing their own scalp Creeks after the Battle of Chusto-Talasah.  By this time, 

significant numbers of White Texans had joined with Native troops in driving Opothleyahola out 

of Indian Territory.  Fleeing Unionist Creeks bashed in the heads of captured Texans with pestle 

for grinding corn after the Battle of Round Mountain, but there are no recorded incidents of 

scalping by Union Natives or Whites, and there is no recorded outrage at Texans scalping.80 

 As the rules of warfare solidified around Euro-American grammatical norms, White 

Northerners and Southerners began to reject the American grammar as unacceptable.  In casting 

the Cherokee actions at Pea Ridge as “savage warfare,” Union general Curtis racialized 

Cherokee war making as outside the bounds of Euro-American norms.  The racialization of the 

Cherokees, many of whom were “Mixed Bloods,” sympathetic to slavery, invested in living 

White lifestyles, and committed to a political future with Whites, was enough to bring Union and 

Confederates together in condemnation of Native martial practices.  Native people were not more 

violent than White people.  Their performance on the battlefield drew mockery and scorn rather 

than fear and awe.  What made them the “other” was the way they fought.  Their fighting shifted 

from the “civilized” Euro-American grammar to the “savagery” of the Native grammar.  What 
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White society failed to realize was that Americans had been scalping for decades.  The American 

grammar of wars past borrowed heavily from Native warfare, and that scalping was more White 

and more American than marching in formations.  Pike’s sin, therefore, was that his Indian 

troops were not White enough.  The Euro-American grammar of warfare turned into the White 

grammar of warfare.  The Native grammar of warfare turned into the “savage” grammar of 

warfare, which advanced beyond scalping to the point of amnesia.81 

Massacres 

 Massacres were the bloody and violent result of those encountering the “other” on the 

battlefield and demonstrate how culture and race became catalysts for the worst violence 

perpetrated by organized military units.  Massacres of the “other” signaled the slain enemy was 

not deserving of the protocols of the established grammar.  Indeed, the grammar could be broken 

for the “other” because the “other” was irredeemable as a brother, becoming instead a 

“barbarian.”  Massacres fall outside the grammar of warfare and stem from a violation of this 

grammar by taking war to civilians and other non-combatants, and because they usually targeted 

enemies who had lawfully surrendered or were incapable of resisting further.  Perpetrators of 

these massacres deemed enemies as the “other” and fit for the violence that came from the 

willful suspension of the rules of war.  Indian Territory saw its share of massacres, including the 

Tonkawa Massacre and the “massacre” of African-American soldiers by Whites and Natives 

after a brief skirmish near Fort Gibson in September 1864.  Massacres, then, reveal the lengths to 

which the “other” served as a catalyst for violence during the Indian Territory Civil War. 

 October 23rd began as any other day at the Wichita Agency at Fort Cobb since the 

Confederacy had taken over the outpost after the Federals fled some 15 months earlier, and now 
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the agency was the collection point for Confederate supplies and materials destined for the 

reserve tribes as per their treaty with the Confederacy.  As the war raged further west, the plains 

of the western half of Indian Territory largely had been untouched by the conflict — until 

October 23, 1862, that is.  That night, one hundred ninety-six Delawares, twenty-six Shawnees, 

and an untold number of Kickapoos and natives from tribes who sought refuge in Kansas, under 

the command of Mormon and former fur trapper Captain Ben Simon, a Delaware, attacked the 

agency, broke into it, killing four Whites Confederates, and burned the all buildings to the 

ground.  An attack on a Confederate installation was nothing out of the ordinary, if even unusual 

for its scale so far removed from the fighting in the eastern half of the territory.  It is what 

happened next that caught the attention of White observers.82 

 The Wichita agency was also a gathering point for many of the reserve tribes, including 

Wichitas and their affiliates, Caddos, Confederate-allied Kiowas and Comanches, and the 

occasional band of Plains Apache.  Another tribe also congregated there, the Tonkawas, who 

were not popular among many tribes.  The next morning the Tonkawas, under the leadership of 

Chief Placedore, fled For Cobb.  The Union Native soldiers caught up caught up with the 

Tonkawas, and massacred them, nearly wiping them out.  The Tonkawas suffered one hundred 

thirty-seven dead, while the Union troopers suffered only twenty-seven casualties.  For their 

troubles the Union Native soldiers captured cash, documents, including original copies of Pike’s 

treaties with the tribes, other official documents and correspondence, and a rebel flag.  The 
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Tonkawa survivors limped into Fort Arbuckle a few days later.  Eventually, the Confederacy 

relocated them to Texas, and after the war they received a reservation in northern Indian 

Territory.  Meanwhile, Union commanders lauded Native troops as “certainly [exhibiting] a great 

degree of loyalty, daring, and hardihood.”83 

 Often the images of violence between Natives and Whites were tinged with racial tension 

through the vehicle of massacres.  Colonial warfare with Native peoples also saw its fair share of 

massacres, as cultural clashes began to present as racial violence.  This transformation of Natives 

as racialized “others” widened the White expectation that the Natives could unleash terrible 

violence in the form of massacre as a function of their war grammar.  What, therefore, may have 

been a massacre in the eyes of colonists may have been an extension of Native warfare.  Around 

this violence, a mythology developed, which naturally racialized Natives through their warfare.  

This is not to say there were not massacres — both Whites and Natives committed their fair 

share of bloody violence throughout colonial history and the early history of the United States.  

Europeans, too, had engaged in their own massacres during the early modern period, especially 

during the wars of religion throughout the 16th and 17th centuries.  In casting Natives as prone to 

commit massacres Whites people conveniently obscured their own violent past, revealing a 

hypocrisy that falsely set themselves up as superior to Native people.84 

 Native war grammar was not prone to massacres, however.  Native warriors preferred the 

capture of live prisoners rather than their extermination.  Captive taking was one of the goals of 
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Native warfare throughout North America.  Massacring villages and towns of the enemy 

deprived the victors of captives necessary for integration into kinship networks or exchanges that 

were common among tribes, especially in the American southeast, such as the Cherokees, 

Choctaws, Chickasaws, and Creeks.  Natives did fight wars for other reasons than taking 

captives.  In colonial New England, colonists fought two wars in the seventeenth century against 

different enemies.  The Pequot War was a relatively limited war, where the Pequots exercised 

restraint in strategic raids on calculated targets.  The Narragansetts and Wampanoags of King 

Philip’s War a few decades later turned to more scorched earth tactics along the borderlands.  

These interactions in colonial North American gave rise to the stigma of massacres even though 

massacres remained rare.85  

 The Tonkawa massacre came as the Civil War in Indian Territory began to escalate with 

the first Union invasion.  The Confederate Commissioner of Indian Affairs, James Seddon, 

blamed the massacre on “Shawnees who deserted from John Jumper’s battalion, Delawares, 

Kickapoos, and a few disloyal Seminoles and Cherokees.”  During the ensuing years, Native 

residents of Indian Territory, many of them Wichitas, implicated the Shawnees, who were quite 

close to the Cherokees.  The Delawares at least took part.  Other evidence points to considerable 

Kickapoo involvement, if not outright orchestration, as the Kickapoos and Tonkawas had been 

enemies for years.  It was also rumored among Native people that the Tonkawa were cannibals, 

and a rumor spread around Native people on the plains that the Tonkawa had recently kidnapped 

a Caddo boy and were planning to eat him.  Another explanation posits the Tonkawas were allies 
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of the Lipan Apaches and later the Comanches, whom many Union-allied tribes fought and 

detested.86 

 All of the tribes mentioned as specific culprits, however, were removed tribes and not 

native to the area; they had been removed there.  Frayed tensions between the removed tribes and 

the native, reserve tribes were a reality in Indian Territory.  Questions about land usage and 

occupancy drove many Creeks, Chickasaws, and Choctaws to detest the plains tribes, who not 

only encroached on Five Tribes land but also stole property and turned violent towards the 

relocated inhabitants.  Sporadic warfare and raiding between Comanches, Caddos, Texans, bands 

of Wichitas, Kickapoos, Chickasaws, Choctaws, and the United States Army made life in the 

southern half of Indian Territory a frenzy of chaotic violence in the 1850s.  Repeatedly, the 

Choctaw and Chickasaw agent, Douglas Cooper, begged the federal government for permission 

to raise troops out of the Choctaws and Chickasaws in order to launch an expedition to bring 

order to the chaos.  The federal government authorized a few half-hearted expeditions, in which 

United States cavalry, along with the government’s Native allies, attacked the Comanches and 

drove them away from Chickasaw lands.  The Tonkawa served as scouts for Cooper’s cavalry, 

causing frayed relations between them and other tribes.  Caddos and some Wichitas sought to 

lobby the federal government for recognition of their claims to lands where the government 

relocated the Five Tribes, causing further strife.  The erection of Fort Cobb as an outpost for 

Wichita and Caddo agents, as well as staging location for future expeditions against roving 

Comanches, did not quell the violence.  The Texans who took Fort Cobb abandoned it in the 
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summer of 1862, leaving the people living near the attached Wichita agency defenseless.  When 

the Union Native troops attacked, the Tonkawa fled, just like many people had the previous few 

months.  Yet for their stigma — for being the other according to these Union Native soldiers — 

they were butchered.  And no Confederate soldiers were there to defend them, as they had been 

promised.87 

 The Tonkawa Massacre was not the only massacre in Indian Territory.  On September 16, 

1864, men of Company K, 1st Kansas Colored Infantry, stationed at Fort Gibson, were detailed 

to cut hay in a field a few miles to the west.  A detachment of the White 2nd Kansas Cavalry was 

assigned to guard them.  With little warning hundreds of Confederates under the command of 

Brigadier General Richard Gano and Brigadier General Stand Watie attacked.  Outnumbered, the 

White Kansas troopers and the African-American infantrymen, retreated toward a low stand of 

trees along a ravine that led down to Flat Rock Creek, a tributary of the Grand River.  By the 

end, the Confederates had captured over eighty White Kansas troopers and “annihilated” most of 

the Black Kansas troops, leaving their bodies behind for White soldiers to bury several days 

later, completing the carnage by burning hay and destroying equipment.88 

 The massacre has been called a battle, ignoring the evidence that Company K, 1st Kansas 

Colored Infantry suffered “almost total anilation [sic].”  Company K did resist, and Confederate 

commander, Brigadier General Richard Gano, claimed to have sent a subordinate with a captured 

federal officer “under a flag of truce” only to be “fired upon” by the Black soldiers taking cover 

in a ravine.  No Union source mentions the parlay requesting surrender of Company K.  Gano’s 
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story contradicts other tellings of the massacre.  In reporting that Confederates attempted to coax 

Black troops in the ravine to surrender, Gano tried to position his actions within the Euro-

American grammar.  What is more likely, however, is that Confederates made no attempt at 

parlay and sought to cast his actions in the best light possible within the Euro-American 

grammar.89 

 The 1st Kansas Colored Infantry was present in April of 1864 at Poison Springs, 

Arkansas, when Confederate troops, including Gano’s Texans and Tandy Walker’s Choctaws, 

fell upon the 1st Kansas Colored guarding a vital supply train.  After beating back two assaults, 

the Black troops, ammunition running low, could not hold back a third Confederate attack.  

Those who surrendered were killed without mercy.  So were the wounded.  The hungry and 

destitute Choctaws fell upon the supply train but moved past it to pursue the fleeing Kansans “for 

there was that in front and to the left more inviting to them than food or clothing—the blood of 

their despised enemy….the ravagers of their country, the despoilers of their homes, and the 

murderers of their women and children.”  After the battle, Confederates reported “no black 

prisoners were captured.”  Others wrote “If the negro was wounded our soldiers would shoot him 

dead…and what negroes that were captured…have been shot.”  Teamsters with the Confederate 

army had competitions to see how many “nigger heads” they could crush as they drove captured 

Union wagons over the bodies of the slain.90  
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 The brutality of Gano's Texans and the Native troops surpassed that of the Cherokees at 

Pea Ridge.  White Confederate soldiers were allegedly aghast at the sight of Black soldiers 

“scalped and nearly stripped by the bloodthirsty Choctaws.”  An Arkansas private wrote, “You 

ought to see Indians fight Negroes — Kill and scalp them.  Let me tell you, I never expected to 

see as many dead Negroes again.  They were so thick you could walk on them.”  Another 

reported the Choctaws would “shoot a negro as long as he could breathe.”  Choctaws went 

further than scalping.  They desecrated the bodies of several Black soldiers and the graves of 

their White officers.  A newspaper sadistically reported that “the Choctaws buried a Yankee in 

an ordinary grave.  For a headstone they put up a stiff negro buried from the waist to the waist.  

For a footstone another negro reversed, out from the waist to the heels.”  Union burial parties 

found dead White officers of the 1st Kansas, left on the field face-down, surrounded by a circle 

of the bodies of their Black soldiers, a Choctaw sign of dishonor.91 

 The Choctaw commander posited revenge as his troops’ motive, focusing on the color of 

the uniforms of the 1st Kansas Colored, but the color of their skin made a difference too — 

especially to White Confederates.  In the Confederate understanding of the appropriate rules of 

warfare, black soldiers were masquerading as soldiers.  The normal Euro-American grammatical 

rules did not apply to them.  And indeed, there was no outrage, North or South, over the 

brutality, the scalpings, or over the desecrations and mutilations.  Black soldiers were barbarians 

to the Confederacy, and thus were outside the rules of warfare.  A future Arkansas Supreme 

Court justice and newspaper editor conveyed the Confederate attitude about Black soldiers 

wearing the blue: “we cannot treat negroes taken in arms as prisoners of war without a 
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destruction of the social system for which we contend.”  Not that the 1st Kansas Colored needed 

a newspaper to tell them this.  Their comrades, who drew accolades from Union commanders in 

the theater, lay dead on the ground, massacred by Whites and Natives.92 

 Company K of the 1st Kansas Colored, cutting hay in the field that September day, 

veterans of the Poison Springs Massacre and a dozen other engagements and skirmishes, 

undoubtedly realized their likely fate being driven into the ravine.  Rather than surrendering to 

Gano and Watie’s Confederates, risking possible hopeless slaughter, Company K may have 

decided to fight.  What happened at Fort Pillow and Poison Springs could have had a deleterious 

effect on the propensity of African-American soldiers to surrender to Confederate troops.  If this 

theory is correct, the action at the hay field was a constructive massacre, where race determined 

the fate of the brave men of Company K.  If Company K refused surrender, they might be killed 

in battle rather than killed after the fact, based on their previous experiences involving Black 

soldiers and Confederates.  Their fate was sealed the moment the Texas cavalry brigade and the 

1st Indian Brigade charged the field. 

 More than likely, however, the African-American soldiers were deliberately targeted by 

Gano and Watie’s men for slaughter, despite Gano’s claim he offered surrender.  Gano could 

have been lying to make the slaughter appear justified, perhaps remembering the wanton 

violence of the spring at Poison Springs.  Confederate Private Jefferson P. Baze wrote that “[t]he 

Negroes were nearly all killed… the water was red with [their] Blood…The few Indians who 

were [there] dragged the dead bodies from the river and took all that was any value from them.”  

Union Captain E.A. Barker, commander of the detail that day, recalled the Confederates 

“capturing all of the white soldiers…and killing all the colored soldiers they could find.”  The 
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killing of Black soldiers, based on these accounts, appeared to be a deliberate choice by 

Confederates.93 

 Lieutenant Wash Grayson of the 2nd Creek Regiment also contradicted Gano’s account.  

Grayson recalled that the Confederates, after having driven the Union troopers and infantrymen 

from the field, set to work burning the hay drying on the ricks and the ground.  It was only after 

the hay was smoldering that Confederates discovered Black soldiers hiding in the grass and in 

the creek.  At this point Confederate soldiers “began to hunt [the Black soldiers] much like 

sportsmen do quails.”  Some Union soldiers hid in the creek underneath reeds and lily pads, 

noses poking above the water, but once spotted, Confederate soldiers mercilessly began shooting 

them, or perhaps worse, dragging them out of the water and murdering them on the bank.  “I 

confess this was sickening to me,” Grayson wrote later.  “But the men were like wild beasts and I 

was powerless to stop them from this unnecessary butchery.”  Other Black soldiers surrendered, 

begging for their lives before being gunned down “without mercy.”  Some Creek and Cherokee 

troops dragged a captured White soldier to Grayson, asking if they should shoot him, too.  

Grayson replied in the negative, stating “it was negroes that we were killing now and not white 

men.”  Only four of the nearly forty African-American soldiers working in the hay field survived 

the day.  One, Private George W. Duval hid in a tangle of driftwood until nightfall, when he 

slinked out of the creek, his empty rifle and cartridge box in tow, having used all his 

ammunition.94 

                                                 
93 Jefferson Baze letter, September 16, 1864 reproduced in Mamie Yeary, Reminisces of the Boys in Gray, 1861-

1865 (Dallas: Smith and Lamar, 1912), 45-46; OR, XLI:771. 
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 Much like at Poison Springs, White and Native soldiers were together the perpetrators of 

the Hay Field Massacre.  They spared the White soldiers who surrendered, by and large, but 

slaughtered the Black troops.  The Second Battle of Cabin Creek, fought days later, 

overshadowed the Hay Field Massacre in the reports sent to the Union and Confederate high 

commands in September 1864.  The last-ditch effort of Confederate Natives to turn the tide of 

the war fell flat despite capturing Union supply wagons at Second Cabin Creek.  In killing nearly 

all of the Colored Troops cutting hay in the field that late summer day, Watie’s men acted like 

White Confederates, buying into the Confederate understanding of black soldiers as an 

existential and alien enemy.  In this way they continued the prewar connection to the South many 

in the Five Tribes sought to cultivate by adopting Southern culture.  Watie’s men may have been 

Native, but they embraced the racialized Confederate worldview all the same.95  

 When the Union began to allow emancipated African-Americans to wear the blue 

uniform and take up arms, they added another racial element to the war, especially in Indian 

Territory, where Black troops saw significant action.  For the Confederates, massacring Colored 

Troops was a symbol of the racial hierarchy of the South — the African-American soldiers 

should not have access to the icons of Whiteness, like a place within the Euro-American 

grammar of warfare; more specifically, they did not deserve the benefits of restraint White 

soldiers supposedly showed their White enemies.  Natives in Confederate estimation could be 

White as long as they behaved as such.  Black soldiers were the other that suspended the 

grammatical rules to allow annihilation. 

 The Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War also investigated the Fort Pillow 

Massacre.  In framing their investigation they made a crucial determination about Black soldiers.  

                                                 
95 The Confederacy would never mount another serious threat to Union forces again in Indian Territory.  OR, 
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African-American troops were to be considered on equal legal status as White soldiers for the 

purposes of the laws of warfare.  The committee found that the massacre happened not because 

Confederate soldiers abandoned discipline, but because Confederates willingly and consciously 

massacred Black soldiers as a policy: “It is the intention of the rebel authorities not to recognize 

the officers and men of our colored regiments as entitled to the treatment accorded by all 

civilized nations to prisoners of war.”  Confederates deliberately set aside the rules of war bound 

up in the Euro-American grammar because that grammar did not apply to Black soldiers.  The 

Union rejected this idea.  Congressional leaders, many of whom were Republican, firmly put 

Black soldiers within the grammar of Euro-American warfare.  In the Union understanding of the 

Euro-American grammar, what mattered was not Black skin but blue uniforms.  It was now 

Blacks who were “civilized” as brothers, and Confederates who looked like “savage” 

barbarians.96 

 The Lieber Code, along with the Joint Committee show the lengths to which the Union 

wanted to fight a war along the Euro-American grammar.  The Confederacy had no corollaries 

— either to the Lieber Code, which its leaders rejected after Union authorities urged they adopt 

it, or to investigations by the Congressional Joint Committee.  White southern (and slaveholding) 

understandings of proper martial behavior came from established practices of both the Euro-

American grammar and from societal norms, which included understandings of race.  

Confederates showed restraint when it came to surrendering White Union soldiers.  They did not 

to surrendering African-American soldiers.  Black soldiers, in Confederate eyes, were the 
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2005).  CCW, H. Doc. 65, Congressional Serial Set 1206:2-7.  See also Cimprich, Fort Pillow, 99-100. 
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“other” who stood for everything the Confederacy avoided, hated, and feared.  Even if White 

Union soldiers could be brothers, Black Union soldiers were the racialized “other.”  Indeed, to 

massacre Black Union soldiers was to restore the expected grammar of warfare in the mind of 

the Confederacy, whereas to the Union, such behavior changed the grammatical rules 

altogether.97 

 The racialization of the hay field “battle” continued after the killing stopped.  For years 

the massacre was known in local memory and by the United States Geological Survey as the 

“Battle of Nigger Creek.”  The use of a racial pejorative in the title of the massacre places 

emphasis on the race of the victims.  The fact that the majority of Union soldiers killed were 

Black mattered.  It was not until 1990 that after a long campaign did the locals finally convince 

the United States Geological Survey to rename the site officially as “Battle Creek.”  The racism 

of the actions continued to reverberate for generations.98 

 

 Scalping and massacres demonstrated the violence capable once consideration of the 

enemy moved from mere enemy to an anathematized “other.”  Both of these species of violence 

led to the Civil War in Indian Territory becoming a race war, with the Euro-American rules of 

warfare being ignored by Native soldiers scalping after a battle, and with White Confederates 

and Native troops from both sides massacring those they deemed to be “other.”  The violence 

resembled the American grammar of warfare adopted by Whites against Indians in the colonial 

and early national eras of the United States.  During the Indian Territory Civil War, combatants 
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either shifted from the Euro-American grammar of war to the Native grammar of war, or ignored 

the Euro-American grammar altogether.  The Euro-American grammar of war, while employed 

in a few engagements, often fell apart when belligerents were faced with the “other” in combat. 

After the Pea Ridge scalpings, the once “civilized” tribes became “savage” according to 

White society, after Native soldiers shifted from behaving according to the Euro-American 

grammar to behaving in the traditional Native mode of warfare, despite White participation in 

the practice historically.  To White people both North and South, Albert Pike’s alleged sin of not 

ensuring his Native soldiers observed the accepted rules of war highlighted the racialized 

conception that Native people were always predisposed to this kind of violence.  This reduced 

Native people to “savages” and “barbarians,” at least in the eyes of White onlookers, even if 

Natives nominally were organized in, wore the uniforms of, and purported to be soldiers in the 

Euro-American fashion.  

As soon as combatants jettisoned the rules of the Euro-American grammar of warfare, the 

Indian Territory Civil War became a war about race.  Those who did not follow the rules as 

White people understood them became the “other” as “barbarians and “savages.”  Native 

soldiers, when shifting to the Native grammar of warfare became the other, even if they had 

behaved as White in following the Euro-American grammar to that point.  Simply by putting on 

a uniform in the Euro-American fashion caused African-Americans to become a target for racist 

Whites, who suspended the rules of warfare to exact terrible violence on those not worthy of the 

cultural norms of White warfare.  The Civil War in Indian Territory, therefore, became a war of 

recreating racial identities through how the war was fought.  
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CHAPTER 3 

“NO PROSPECT FOR LIVING AHEAD”: THE IRREGULAR WAR 

On August 17 1862, the daughter of a prominent missionary to the Cherokees, Hannah 

Hicks, resident of Park Hill, Cherokee Nation, penned her first entry in her diary.  “Oh! what a 

year to remember will this year ever be to me and to us all,” she bemoaned.  Hicks and the 

inhabitants of the Cherokee Nation had endured some of the worst violence of the Civil War 

during 1862.  The vacuum left by Union military presence put the pressure on the Confederacy 

to comply with treaty obligations to protect the tribes in Indian Territory.  The Confederacy 

failed at this obligation.  More specifically, the Confederacy failed in securing the Indian 

Territory from the raging violence that caused Hannah Hicks to bemoan her situation.  Irregular 

bands of partisans and guerrillas marauded through the South and the West during the Civil War, 

especially in Indian Territory.  Confederates, like Cherokee Brigadier General Stand Watie, 

lacking the capacity to threaten the Union hold on Indian Territory, resorted to scorched-earth 

campaigns, attacked political targets and supply trains to feed and supply themselves and to 

deprive the Union of necessities.  Union attempts at stabilizing Indian Territory caused more 

chaos and violence, as irregular warfare and violence became the dominant mode of war 

making.99  

The irregular violence of the Indian Territory Civil War came in three forms.  First, there 

was politically-motivated violence that came largely from the ongoing “Full Blood”-“Mixed 

Blood” conflict dating to removal.  The second kind of violence came through irregular 

operations by regular soldiers.  This became the common way Confederates, especially for 
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Cherokee Confederate general Stand Watie.  However, the Union also came to operate this way, 

as Colonel William A. Phillips’s Union Indian Home Guard brigade conducted a guerrilla war in 

Creek, Choctaw, and Chickasaw territory which included a reign of terror on the civilian 

population.  A third mode of violence erupted in the Indian Territory Civil War, unbridled, extra-

grammatical violence, which was often open and blatant criminality.  Both soldiers, partisan 

rangers, guerrillas, and civilians participated in this kind of violence.  Often, raids by partisans 

and expeditions by armies could blur the lines between these three species of violence, and to the 

civilians living within Cherokee Country and the rest of Indian Territory, there was no 

distinction insofar as to who was committing the brutality — it was just violence.100 

The violence inflicted a parade of horrors onto civilians driving many out of the territory 

to refugee camps in Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and Texas.  At the end of 1863, Hannah Hicks 

wrote in last diary entry on her 29th birthday, “it seems as though I had lived many years in 

[1863].  We have come to such [times] as I never thought to see — and no prospect for a living 

ahead.”  For many there was no prospect for life, as conditions deteriorated in Indian Territory 

and in the refugee camps.  Government officials, both Federal and Confederate, struggled to 

provide food, clothing, and shelter for thousands of Natives fleeing from the violence, and what 

tribal governments existed were ineffective and powerless.  Indeed, the only power that reigned 

in Indian Territory was violence.  Irregular warfare was the most common form of warfare in 

Indian Territory.  This form of warfare was the normative way of war according to the Native 

grammar.  Union and Confederate war planners deemed Native people the ideal people to wage 
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such a “savage” war, all the while ignoring the roots of irregular warfare among Whites in the 

American grammar and failing to realize that the Native grammar of warfare and Euro-American 

irregular warfare was simply a racial distinction without a difference.101 

Irregular Warfare in the Euro-American Grammar 

Guerrilla war is an irregular form of warfare usually undertaken by regular participants.  

In the Civil War, both sides saw units organize themselves as “rangers,” “raiders,” or “scouts.”  

These units, essentially, were regular units conducting irregular operations to distract armies, 

disrupt the ability of the populace to supply and reinforce the armies, and to dent the morale of 

the enemy’s population.  This style of fighting in the Euro-American usage tracked parallel with 

the Native grammar of warfare: combatants attacked in ambushes and hit-and-run raids, 

destroyed supplies and materials, killed soldiers and sometimes civilians, and often did not 

follow the understood Euro-American rules of warfare.  The term “irregular” is a function of 

Euro-American grammatical understandings of how war should be.  The American grammar of 

war was a hybrid of the “irregular,” petite guerre, style of warfare.  This style merged the 

“regular” grammar of European warfare, where discipline, tactical calculation, and cohesiveness 

mattered, with the Native way of war, learned in early conflicts adapted from Native norms.  

Native peoples fought wars in much the style of the irregular war in the Indian Territory 

borderlands against Whites and each other for centuries continuing in the backcountry up until 

the Civil War.102  
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The British were slow to adapt to irregular warfare employed by Native people and later 

American colonists.  When British regulars did encounter Native people and their grammar of 

warfare, the British read the Native fighting as “savage” and “barbarous.”  One British officer 

during the Seven Years War recalled, “The Indians…kept an incessant fire on the Guns & killed 

the men very fast.  These Indians from their irregular method of fighting by running from one 

place to another…pursued us[,] butchering us as they came…[and] they Shot many in the Water 

both Men & Women, & died [sic] the stream with their blood, scalping & cutting them in a most 

barbarous manner.”  Yet White American colonists employed these methods, and the British 

showed the same disdain for the American grammar of war as they did the Native grammar of 

war, calling the American grammar fit for “savages and robbers.”103 

Despite the minimization of irregular warfare, such fighting was the norm in places like 

Bleeding Kansas during the 1850s, for example.  There an irregular war broke out featuring pro-

slavery “bushwhackers” and free soil “jayhawkers” fighting and killing each other without 

organized, disciplined, and cohesive armies.  When the Civil War came to Indian Territory, 

irregular warfare was a reasonably common phenomenon in and around Indian Territory.  The 

irregular, guerrilla violence constituted a war within the war.  Guerrilla war occurred in all 

theaters of the Civil War, but was especially common throughout Missouri, Kansas, and 

Arkansas.  In Indian Territory, much of the irregular fighting, especially by Confederates, both 
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Native and White, was guerrilla warfare.  Native troops, mostly in Confederate service, 

predominantly fought this way after their loss at the Battle of Honey Springs in July 1863.104 

The Confederacy openly embraced guerrilla war and had no qualms about using it against 

Union forces.  George Fitzhugh, the editor of the widely-read Southern DeBow’s Review warned 

that Confederate forces would be forced to chiefly rely “on irregular troops and partisan warfare” 

if Union troops penetrated into the Southern heartland.  Thomas C. Reynolds, Missouri’s 

deposed, Southern-sympathizing lieutenant governor wrote to Jefferson Davis that Missourians 

sought to oppose Union forces in “a guerrilla war.”  Jefferson Davis confided to Robert E. Lee 

that Union forces may push Davis to prosecuting a “savage war in which no quarter is to be 

given and no sex to be spared.”  In accepting the possibility of using guerrilla warfare, 

Confederate leaders adopted at least the American grammar of warfare.  Davis’s use of the word 

“savage” though reflects that Confederates were willing to resort to tactics not only outside the 

Euro-American conception but also were constitutive of the Native grammar.105  
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Union Major General Samuel Curtis also used “savage” to describe Confederate guerrilla 

practices.  Curtis pled with Major General Henry Halleck, the Union General-in-Chief, and 

Secretary of War Edwin Stanton to provide assistance in acting against the irregular violence.  

He called the Confederates “villains who have perpetuated the horrid crimes against all civilized 

and savage warfare.”  Curtis also called the Cherokee scalpings at Pea Ridge “savage.”  Yet here, 

Curtis, in making the distinction between “civilized” White warfare and “savage” Native warfare 

sees the Confederacy as something worse: Confederates are beyond the “savagery” of Indians. 

For the Confederacy, however, ejecting and defeating Union forces mattered more than the racial 

baggage of decades of encounters between Whites and Natives, fighting in the American and 

Native grammars.  The Confederacy then, created a racial distinction without a difference: they 

could engage in “savage” fighting when it suited their own purposes, but Native people, in their 

inferiority, were suited only for this kind of fighting.106 

The presence of White guerrillas made for problems in situating them within the Euro-

American grammatical law of war.  There were many species of irregular violence.  The 

distinction between “partisans” and “guerrillas” as opposed to other violent actors revolved 

around questions related to organization and control.  Spurred by Curtis’s pleas and the mounting 

reality of Confederate irregular violence that so plagued the Western Theater, Halleck wrote to 

Francis Lieber for guidance.  He wondered about the legality of guerrilla warfare and guerrillas 

themselves.  Lieber replied that guerrillas were “an irregular band of armed men” that conducted 

“an irregular war, not being able…to carry on…a regular war.”  Guerrillas then were: 
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self-constituted sets of armed men in times of war, who form no integrant part of 

the organized army, do not stand on the regular pay-roll of the army, or are not 

paid at all, take up arms and lay them down at intervals and carry on petty war 

(guerrilla) chiefly by raids, extortion, destruction, and massacre, and who cannot 

encumber themselves with many prisoners, and will therefore generally give no 

quarter.107 

 

Partisans, on the other hand, were “soldiers armed and wearing the uniform of their army, but 

belonging to a corps which acts detached from the main body for the purpose of making inroads 

into the territory occupied by the enemy.”  While partisans were regular soldiers conducting 

irregular operations, guerrillas were not soldiers at all, a key difference to understanding how 

armies treated them.  Partisans, “[i]f captured they are entitled to all privileges of the prisoners of 

war.”  Guerrillas, not being soldiers, “if captured” were treated as “highway robbers or pirates.”  

Federal officials initially used the term “guerrilla” as a pejorative, but Confederates wore it as a 

badge of honor, often not distinguishing between “partisan” and “guerrilla.”  Lieber constructed 

a regime were guerrilla warfare could be accepted in limited circumstances, seemingly 

rehabilitating certain irregular aspects of the hybridized American grammar of war that had roots 

in the colonial era.  In a sense, Lieber was tacitly endorsing Confederate desire to wage an 

irregular, “savage” war by giving legal color to the distinction between partisans and 

guerrillas.108 

 The competing Euro-American and Native grammars at work in the Indian Territory 

Civil war, were not so different in practice.  In comporting to European norms, federal officials 

and explicators on the rules of war created a distinction without a difference.  White Americans 

intended to leave behind the American grammar of war, formed from decades of experience 
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interacting with the Native grammar in backcountry fighting, by adopting the Euro-American 

grammar.  “Partisan” and “guerrilla” modes of warfare within the Euro-American framework 

were essentially legal sanctions of White terrorism.  The Euro-American grammar, therefore, 

gave legal color to the very behavior Whites often decried as racially degenerate. 

Natives in Blue and Gray 

 The violence of the Indian Territory Civil War most often raged outside the Euro-

American battlefield.  Native people, considered by Whites to be “savages” no matter how many 

White cultural norms they adopted, were naturally disposed to the irregular war, according to the 

thinking of Union and Confederate officials.  The eminent suitability to guerrilla violence by 

Native peoples was due to their perceived inability to comport fully to the Euro-American 

grammar.  Even though White military leaders were loath to use Native troops in service within 

the Euro-American framework due to the alleged “savage” grammar of Native warfare, during 

the Civil War, the Union Indian Home Guard Brigade and the Confederate Watie’s Cherokee 

Mounted Rifles were organized along the Euro-American grammar yet behaved along the Native 

grammar.  The expectations of these Native soldiers to behave as Whites were aspiration, with 

the belief that they might revert to “savage” behavior.109 
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 The use of Native troops was controversial among Union leaders.  Abraham Lincoln 

turned down a Chippewa offer of one hundred men for use by the Union in early 1861.  

Secretary of War Simon Cameron’s language reflected the racialized ideas that plagued the 

interaction between White and Native war grammars in his own rejection of Indian troops: “The 

nature of our present national troubles, forbids the use of savages.”  Others within the Lincoln 

administration disagreed.  Commissioner William P. Dole posited the idea of “the formation of a 

brigade of friendly Indians” in May of 1861.  Dole’s willingness was no doubt influenced by his 

interactions with Native people, and his desire to see Indian Territory defended in 1861.  

Nevertheless, the Lincoln administration resisted the incorporation of Native troops in the early 

months of the war.110 

After the Confederacy ejected Opotholeyahola’s Unionist Creeks, Lincoln made little 

effort to retake Indian Territory.  Lincoln changed course in the waning days of 1861, realizing 

that not only had the tribes in Indian Territory allied themselves with the Confederacy, but that 

they were raising troops and presenting a strategic problem for the Union war effort.  On 

December 3, 1861, Lincoln reported in his annual message to Congress that Indian Territory was 

in possession of “insurgents from Texas and Arkansas” that “greatly disturbed” the territory.  

Lincoln also warned of  “agents of the United States [that] unable to reach their posts” and others 

“who were in office before that time have espoused the insurrectionary cause, and assume to 

exercise the powers of agents by virtue of commissions from the insurrectionists.”  Even as the 

goings on in the east in the nascent months of the war shoved Indian Territory concerns to the 

side, Lincoln was not going to abandon Indian Territory to the Confederates and their Native 
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allies.  In the same annual address to Congress, Lincoln believed that “the repossession of the 

country by the federal forces the Indians will readily cease all hostile demonstrations, and 

resume their former relations to the government.”  A military campaign to recapture Indian 

Territory would support the loyal Native chiefs, who were “expressing a wish for the presence of 

federal troops to protect them.”  The problem for Lincoln was that he needed troops, but troops 

were not easy to come by, especially with the war effort flagging in the east.111 

Former Democrat turned Republican Senator James Lane of Kansas volunteered to lead 

an expedition.  Lane wanted to use Indian Territory as an avenue through which to invade 

Arkansas and Texas, thereby preserving Kansas from the threat of Confederate incursion and 

invasion.  The War Department gave Lane the task of raising a brigade in Kansas and dangling a 

brigadier’s commission over his head should be successful at the task.  Lane wanted ten thousand 

men, and his solution was to use Indian Territory refugees.  However, in the summer of 1861, 

Lincoln rejected Dole’s idea and rejected Lane’s ambitious idea of a grand campaign to retake 

Indian Territory before giving diplomacy a chance.  But diplomacy was too late.  Albert Pike had 

already signed treaties with the tribes.  As late fall set in and the ice began to form on the bloody 

blades of grass trod by Opothleyahola’s war-weary band of Native refugees, Lincoln changed his 

mind and decided to fight.112  

Lane persuaded Lincoln to authorize Brigadier General David A. Hunter, who was in 

overall command of the region, “to organize 4,000 Indians” for a winter expedition to retake 

Indian Territory, consisting of a “snug, sober column of 10,000 or 15,000” men total.  The 
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problems in the Union command eventually derailed the attempt in the winter of 1861-82, as 

Lane went behind Hunter’s back to organize a bigger force that Lincoln had authorized.  Dole 

and Lane also conspired to blunt Hunter’s overall strategic vision, with the Lane too much 

concerned with the war effort, and not interested enough in the welfare of the Native refugees 

now flooding into Kansas, who were “in the most deplorable state of destitution.”  In the end 

Lincoln had enough.  He cancelled the expedition, shipped Hunter east, neutralized Lane, and 

showed no further interest in retaking Indian Territory throughout the whole winter of early 

1862.113 

In the meantime, the Confederacy organized its Native troops into a substantial force.  In 

November 1861, Albert Pike was busy lobbing for the use of Native troops and his overall 

command of them.  He offered Judah Benjamin, Confederate Secretary of War, to “organize a 

force in the Indian country” that would be “available in for offensive or defensive operations in 

Kansas or Missouri.”  Pike also proposed to set up a supply network and defensive works near 

the Red River, militarizing Indian Territory for the campaign he was sure would commence in 

the spring.  “Not desirous to merely be a general of Indians,” Pike’s vision for an Indian 

Territory under his command included “one of the Arkansas regiments now in service” because 

“a force of 3,000 or 4,000 men” without “our troops by their side” would not be enough to hold 

Indian Territory from Union reoccupation.  The Confederate War Department disagreed with 

Pike’s ambitious request but did allow him to retain overall command of Indian Troops, which 

included the 1st and 2nd Cherokee Mounted Rifles, the 1st Choctaw and Chickasaw Mounted 

Rifles, the 1st Creek Regiment, and various other ad hoc commands and Indian militias.  For all 
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the treaties Pike signed with the tribes in Indian Territory, and for all the treaty provisions that 

benefited the tribes, promising parity with the rest of the states in the Confederacy, Pike’s 

correspondence reveals the prevailing attitude about Native soldiers: they were still not White 

soldiers.114  

 Early Confederate planning also envisioned Native people as the perfect irregular force.  

Confederate recognition of the Native grammar of war made Native people “eminently suited” to 

being guerrillas in the mind of the Confederate military.  “Indians will make the very best 

guerrillas,” Colonel (and former Indian agent) Douglas Cooper quipped in the spring of 1862.  

Confederate officials were also more open than their Union counterparts to deploy Native troops 

as guerrillas.  The Confederate Congress issued a call for partisan rangers to be deployed against 

Union troops in early 1862.  The Union made no similar calls.  After Albert Pike had begun 

raising Confederate Native units, many Native units in gray began to operate as irregular 

partisans and guerrillas.  Colonel Stand Watie and his Cherokee Mounted Rifles launched raids 

into Arkansas and Missouri in the fall and winter of 1861 and into the spring of 1862 before the 

first Union invasion.115 

 White Confederates did not only think Native troops suited for fighting in Indian 

Territory, but also saw possibilities for their service elsewhere.  “One regiment of Cherokees or 

Choctaws, well mounted, would inspire more wholesome terror in the minds of [the] Mexican 

population than a vast army of Americans from the States,” suggested one Arizona man.  In the 
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years before the war, the War Department erected forts along routes west on the Great Plains, in 

the Pacific Northwest, in the arid regions of the Arizona Territory, and in California, ostensibly 

to protect American imperial designs and to, what historian Brian Delay argues, “redeem the 

desert, defeat the Indians, and provide security to the long-suffering people” of these regions.116 

 In the desert regions of the Arizona and New Mexico Territories, White Union and 

Confederate forces fought a prolonged war involving few men and vast regions of inhospitable 

terrain.  During this protracted conflict, Comanches, Pueblos, Navajos, Apaches, and Utes, often 

raided White settlements, and harassed both Union and Confederate forces, fighting in the 

irregular fashion in the Euro-American conception.  These Native tribes engaged Union and 

Confederate forces, drawing them into the style fighting that the Native people had employed 

against Spaniards and Mexicans for centuries.  The manner of violence employed by Whites in 

this theater of the Civil War harkened back to the discarded American grammar of war.  

Therefore, whenever White soldiers, whether Union or Confederate, fought with and against 

Native people, they were prolonging and reproducing the Indian wars of previous decades.117 

 As for the Union, when the Lincoln administration did decide to enlist Native troops, they 

incorporated them into the Euro-American organization of the Union Army.  Commissioner Dole 

was not alone in his desire to see “friendly Indians” in Union service.  Brigadier General David 

Hunter, the Union commander in the region sought “authority to muster into service a Brigade of 
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Kansas Indians to assist the Creeks, Seminoles, & Chickasaws in adhering to their loyalty.”  

Political wrangling among Union commanders slowed the enlistment of Kansas tribes into 

Federal service.  When Opothleyahola’s refugees reached Union lines in Kansas, pressure from 

locals to rid themselves of the refugee Indians, coupled with the strategic necessity to open up a 

front in Indian Territory, provided the Lincoln administration to begin enlisting Native troops.  

Union Native troops could then, in theory, retake their homes from the Confederates and relocate 

the refugees.  Federal officials eventually began the process of incorporating Native troops into 

the Union Army.  On January 3, 1862, the federal government “ordered [David Hunter]… to 

organize 4,000 Indians” at the same rate of pay as their White comrades.  To “organize” these 

Native troops meant to fold them into the Euro-American structure of the Union military.  Their 

uniforms, pay, training, outfitting, and leadership imposed an expectation that they should 

behave according to White norms.118  

 At first, there were two regiments within the Union Indian Home Guards.  The 1st 

Regiment was largely comprised Creeks and Seminoles from Opothelyahola’s refugees.  The 

2nd Regiment mostly made up of Shawnees, Kickapoos, Delawares, Quapaws, Caddoes, 

Wichitas, Osages, Senecas and a handful of Unionist Choctaws and Chickasaws.  Union 

commanders added a third regiment later in the summer of 1862, the bulk of which were 

Keetoowah Pin Cherokees and former Confederates from John Drew’s outfit who defected to the 

Union after the Battle of Pea Ridge.  Despite the Euro-American organization of the Indian 

Home Guard Brigade, their stated purpose, to liberate Indian Territory, changed with the political 
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wrangling between military commanders in Kansas, Indian Office officials, and the War 

Department.  White units would do the heavy lifting during the impending expedition, while 

Native troops were to enter “service as irregular units,” and were to be accompanied “by such a 

white force.”  And according to Union General-in-Chief, Major General Henry Halleck, the 

Indian Home Guard Brigade also was to be used in fighting against other “Indians or in defense 

of their own territory and homes.”  The fallout of the Pea Ridge scalpings likely played into the 

shift in purpose for the Indian Home Guard Brigade.  The looming possibility of “savage” 

behavior by Natives in blue uniforms colored White expectations of Native abilities.119 

 Union military commanders did not give Native troops much of a chance to succeed.  

Despite promises of equal pay and outfitting along those of their White comrades, the Indian 

Home Guard Brigade was not well supplied.  Natives chiefs were distrustful of promises made 

by Indian Affairs officials concerning the wellbeing of their families and the swiftness with 

which the refugees were to be resettled.  Native troops often refused to train unless they were 

given sufficient promises for their people’s safety and wellbeing and for proper supplies and 

equipment.  White attitudes were also influenced by the Native propensity to engage in their own 

cultural practices while campaigning.  Cherokee agent William Coffin reported Native soldiers 

“in fine spirits” with “small military caps on their high heads of hair” all the while marching in 

formation and “singing the war song all joining in the chourse [sic] and a more animated seen 
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[sic] is not often witnessed.”  Nevertheless, Indian troops in blue uniforms were still expected to 

behave as White soldiers.  Coffin also wrote that White officers of the Home Guard Brigade had 

“labored incessantly and the improvement the Indians have made in drilling is much greater than 

I supposed them capabell [sic] of.”  Due to their Euro-American military training, Coffin 

optimistically predicted the Native soldiers “will be the most eficient [sic] troops.”  Despite 

participating in some skirmishing during the first Union invasion of Indian Territory, Native 

troops pulled duty that their White commanders thought them suited: they scouted ahead of the 

army and acted as an anti-guerrilla force, looking for Confederate Cherokees under Watie, who 

were thought active in the area.  Despite Coffin’s optimistic portrayal of Native soldiers as 

“eficient” troops in the Euro-American sense, Union commanders on the expedition still often 

deployed them as irregulars, seeing them as perfectly fit for the job.120 

In June of 1862, the Union finally mounted an expedition to retake Indian Territory.  

Brigadier General James Blunt, now in charge of the region, dispatched Colonel William Weer, a 

prolific alcoholic, to lead an expedition largely comprised of Kansas and Indian troops, including 

many Pins who had deserted Drew’s Confederates months earlier.  These Native soldiers had 

been organized the previous winter mostly out of Opothleyahola’s Creeks, with some loyal 

Cherokees and other tribal members also making up the ranks.  This invasion force had three 

goals: first, to eliminate Confederate partisan raiders operating freely within the territory, second, 

put pressure on the Confederate forces within Arkansas, and third, to allow Union Indian 
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refugees to return safely to their lands.  The first target for the invasion force was the Cherokee 

capital of Tahlequah.121 

Colonel Weer’s expedition got underway on June 21, 1862.  The expedition moved 

swiftly into the heart of the Cherokee Nation.  By the July 1, Union troops occupied the northern 

half of the Cherokee Nation, and nearly 1,500 refugees followed them, eager to return to their 

homes.  Weer captured John Ross, who promptly switched sides.  This emboldened Pins in John 

Drew’s Confederate unit to defect to the Union and take control of the Cherokee government.  

Everything seemed to be going well for the Union.  This did not last.  Toward the end of July, 

Weer concluded that his position, so far from his base of supply was untenable.  Weer’s supplies 

were wearing thin and the white officers had little regard for the Union Indian soldiers or the 

Union Cherokee refugees who sought to return to Cherokee Country after fleeing their homes 

during the previous Summer and Fall.  White officers and men were given priority over Native 

soldiers and civilians when supplies were distributed.  It was not Native soldiers who performed 

outside the expectations of the Euro-American grammar.  It was the leader of the expedition, 

rather, Colonel Weer, who failed to perform: allegations came to the fore that he had resorted to 

the bottle and was drunk on duty.  The officers in his command grew tired of his indecision and 

propensity to send units on meaningless excursions.  On July 18, 1863, Union Colonel Frederick 

Saloman arrested Weer.  In defending his actions, Saloman melodramatically asserted that Weer 
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had perpetrated, “the greatest wrong ever…upon any troops” and that “[s]omeone must act…or 

starvation and capture were the imminent hazards that looked us in the face.”  Colonel Saloman 

led the White and Native soldiers back into Kansas to await another chance at invasion.  Despite 

the racist attitude toward Native people, Native soldiers performed admirably in the Euro-

American grammar, demonstrating they could aspire to conform to White expectations.122 

The Phillips Expedition 

The preference of Union commanders to fight according to the Euro-American grammar 

began to shift as the war dragged on into 1864.  Irregular violence plagued Indian Territory, and 

raids by partisans affiliated with the Confederacy hampered the Union’s ability to resettle 

refugees that had fled earlier in the war to Kansas and Missouri.  Given the Confederate armies 

seemed unwilling to give pitched battle, Union war planners attempted to sway rebellious Native 

tribes to the Union side.  The Union saw an opportunity to deal a political blow to the 

Confederacy by sending Colonel William A. Phillips south into the Creek, Chickasaw, and 

Choctaw Nations on a diplomatic mission.  Abraham Lincoln prepared an Amnesty Proclamation 

for distribution to Native people, which Phillips and his men were to distribute.  What followed, 

however, was exemplary of the Civil War in Indian Territory after Honey Springs.  Phillips 

unleashed his men on an irregular campaign spreading a message of violence and retribution 

alongside amnesty and friendship.  The reaction of Phillips to the violent behavior of his Native 
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soldiers served as representative of White attitudes toward Native warfare, further highlighting 

the fraught racial character of the clash of military cultures. 

Phillips set off in February 1864, taking with him copies of President Lincoln’s Amnesty 

Proclamation to five to the people and governments of the Five Tribes.  The proclamation 

promised “[f]or each and every [rebellious Native nation] I [Lincoln] have given pardon.  For 

what was theirs in the past, I [Lincoln] have made a second time.”123  With this proclamation, 

Lincoln sought to end the violence in Indian Territory; he conversely promised more bloodshed 

should the Native governments and their people decide to continue with the war.  Lincoln also 

promised status quo antebellum for takers of the prescribed oath of loyalty set forth within the 

proclamation.  Phillips also sent letters to chiefs and council bodies encouraging them to come 

return to their treaties with the United States.  His letter set a harsher tone than Lincoln’s 

proclamation: “The great Government of the United States will soon crush all enemies.  Let me 

know if you want to be among them.”  Phillips’s menacing tone foreshadowed the kind of 

campaign about to come.124 

The political and diplomatic benefit of the expedition notwithstanding, this third Union 

expedition to invade Indian Territory was primarily a military expedition.  Colonel Phillips 

sought to deal a “death blow to the Rebellion in the indian nations.”  The targets of this death 

blow were the supply base at Middle Boggy Depo, the Choctaw capital of Doaksville, and 

eventually the Red River.  A Union victory would thereby destroy the Confederate capacity to 
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make war, while also breaking the political will of Confederate-sympathizing Native people, and 

take control of the entirety of Indian Territory.  Achieving that victory, however, necessitated 

neutralizing political resistance and eliminating armed Confederate resistance within the Indian 

Nations altogether.125 

The invasion force comprised approximately 1,500 soldiers, mostly made up of the Union 

Indian Home Guard Brigade, a few squadrons of Kansas cavalry, and a battery of artillery.  

Before stepping off, Colonel Phillips gave his troops a command befitting the chaotic violence 

that marked the Civil War in Indian Territory — his men were not to take prisoners.  “Those who 

are still in arms are rebels and ought to die,” he told his men. “Do not kill a prisoner after he has 

surrendered. But I do not ask you to take prisoners. I ask you to make your footsteps terrible and 

severe.”  Whether or not this was hyperbole in order to inspire his soldiers for the campaign they 

were about to undertake is debatable.  What is not debatable is that the soldiers under his 

command obeyed the letter, rather than the spirit, of his words.126 

The Phillips expedition unleashed violence wherever it went throughout the Creek, 

Chickasaw, and Choctaw Nations.  For the month of February, Phillips’s men ravaged 

throughout these nations south of the Arkansas River.  The expedition burned buildings, killed 

resisters, and destroyed supplies and vital materials for the depleted Rebel Natives.  On February 

9, Colonel Phillips dispatched 250 men under Major Charles Willets to destroy a Confederate 
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supply cache at Middle Boggy Depot.  The federals made quick work of Confederate resistance 

and the supplies at the depot.  This was the only battle Phillips fought during his month-long 

foray.127   

The expedition brought a harvest of death to a section of Indian Territory relatively 

untouched by the war.  Confederate Colonel Daniel N. McIntosh, commander of the 1st Creek 

Mounted Rifles, wrote that “[t]hey took no prisoners, but killed all without mercy.”  A lieutenant 

in the 1st Creek reported the expedition took all the Unionist refugees “left back on the Canadian 

[River] back with them.”  During one particular raid, the lieutenant noted, the Federals killed 

“thirty to fourty [sic]” Creeks, but noting “[i]t has not yet been assertained [sic] how many of the 

Creeks they killed as they were scattered when the raid was made.”  Union soldiers also reported 

the grim details.  “We took a trip south,” one sergeant matter-of-factly reported.  “On route we 

killed 110 Rebels mostly Indians.  Most of them were killed at their homes because Col. Phillips 

instructed his men not to take any prisoners for they have had all the chances to [join the Union] 

if they wanted to do so.”  Colonel Phillips himself reported “20 prisoners taken,” but this 

appeared to be an exceptional figure given that his own tally of the enemy dead amounted to 55 

killed at Little River in the Chickasaw Nation alone.  Union soldiers justified their killing by 

reducing the enemy to brigands, bandits or irregular forces.  A Union private bragged that the 

expedition killed “90 bushwhackers.”  While a few of these deaths may have been the killing of 
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partisans, more than likely the vast majority were non-combatants in the conventional or 

irregular sense.128 

The expedition also took in an estimated “1000 head of cattle about 250 ponies, 30 yokes 

of work cattle [oxen] about 800 bushels of corn, between 130 and 200 refugee Indians and about 

30 or 40 Negroes.”  Mounted Union soldiers also fed corn and other grain to their famished 

mounts before burning the rest.  While spreading a call for unity and amnesty, Phillips spread 

fear, terror, chaos, and death.  In many respects, the Phillips expedition epitomized the violence 

in the Indian Territory Civil War: an organized unit of soldiers, whose mission was to pacify the 

populace and bring an end to the war, ended up digressing into a mob of men hell bent on 

violence and destruction.129 

Colonel Phillips’s expedition failed in its objectives.  Confederate Native leaders met at 

the Armstrong Academy in the Choctaw Nation to discuss the chaos of plains tribes raiding 

within the Chickasaw Nation, and there they received President Lincoln’s proclamation.  After 

some discussion, the Confederate Indians pledged their loyalty to the Confederate cause.  They 

held fast to the hope that Confederate operations in Louisiana promised to turn the tide of the 

war for Indian Territory, but what convinced them to remain with the Confederacy was the 

conduct of Phillips’s soldiers, which outraged Native leaders.  Phillips considered his mission a 
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success upon the distribution of the proclamation and returned to Fort Gibson without reaching 

Doaksville or the Red River.  The Creek, Chickasaw, and Choctaw Nations stayed firmly in the 

Confederate camp.130 

In his exhortation for his men to take no prisoners, Phillips eroded the discipline of his 

unit, who quickly abandoned the Euro-American norms under which they were organized and 

trained.  Discipline was a hallmark of the Euro-American grammar, which formed the foundation 

upon which the Union Indian Home Guard Brigade was built.  The breakdown discipline within 

the Phillips expedition is as much about the grammatical expectations regarding how the war was 

fought than anything, but these expectations had cultural and racial connotations as well. 

Colonel Phillips had extensive experience with Native soldiers before his expedition 

began in the late winter of 1864.  He began his career in command at the head of the 3rd Indian 

Home Guard Regiment, the majority of whom were Pins formerly in Confederate service.  The 

3rd Indian Home Guard is an example of Native soldiers fighting within a Euro-American 

structure.  Within the command structure of the 3rd Indian Home Guard, there was a mix of 

White and Native commissioned and noncommissioned officers, with White officers making up 

the command of the regiment, companies, and squads, and Native officers (overwhelmingly 

Cherokee) taking subordinate roles.  The men of the 3rd Indian Home Guard were outfitted with 

the dark blue tunics and sky-blue trousers of other Union infantry regiments.  They received 

training at Fort Scott, Kansas, in addition to their training in Confederate service.  Nominally, the 
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Union military designed, built, and outfitted them to operate within the Euro-American grammar 

of warfare.131 

In practice, the 3rd Indian Home Guard fought according to a different logic.  Phillips, 

soon after taking command of them, complained that his men were ill-disciplined and were in 

want of reorganization.  He connected the lack of discipline to race.   He wrote to Major General 

Curtis, the commander of the Department of Kansas, that he needed “a handful of white officers” 

to train and lead the Home Guards.  At the start of his expedition, Phillips complained to Curtis 

that when he had taken command of the 3rd Indian Home Guard he “found everything chaos, 

and the men without bread.”  At the beginning of the expedition the home guards were “far from 

what I would like [them] to be, but I feel that [they are] still able to do the work.”  By the end of 

the expedition, Phillips claimed to be completely dissatisfied with his troops, and so he drafted a 

fourteen-point plan for a complete reorganization of his command that included an influx of 

more white officers.  Another solution Phillips posited was to brigade a white regiment alongside 

his Native regiments in order to “[bring] up the discipline of the Indian [Brigade].”  Phillips’s 

Native soldiers did not live up to his ideas of whiteness because they were undisciplined 

according to the rules of the Euro-American grammar.132 

These Native soldiers did not live up to Phillips’s ideas of whiteness because they acted 

according to the rules of the Native grammar of warfare.  He showed disgust for “[Union-

affiliated] Guerrillas or loose ‘Pins’” who had deserted, but his contempt with which he held the 

                                                 
131 For more about the 3rd Indian Home Guards and its relationship with Colonel Phillips, see Trever Jones, “In 

Defense of Sovereignty: Cherokee Soldiers, White Officers, and Discipline in the Third Indian Home Guard,” 
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Pins stemmed from the fact that the men in the 3rd Indian Home Guard Regiment were unwilling 

to give up their traditions and cultural norms to conform to White expectations.  Many 

Keetoowah Cherokees joined the Union army to fight against the “Mixed Blood” faction, which 

had, in their view, diluted Cherokee culture with White culture, forsaking the lifeways of their 

ancestors.  Warfare was no different.  While Phillips struggled with the nuances of understanding 

a multi-cultural command, his Cherokee soldiers did.133 

Cherokee soldiers within Union Native units, especially the Indian Home Guard Brigade, 

bent the rules of the Euro-American grammar to facilitate their own grammar of war.  Cherokee 

officers, seeking to function as Cherokees within the structure of a Euro-American military unit, 

bent the rules and procedure relating to discipline in many ways.  Cherokee officers, for 

example, sought to function as Cherokees within the structure of a Euro-American military unit 

by bending the rules and procedures relating to discipline in many ways.  They often doled out 

mild punishments for desertion, usually a fine and often a reduction in rank for 

noncommissioned officers.  Deserting the Union army was supposed to be a capital offense, but 

many deserters subsequently suffered severe corporal punishments, like being hung by the 

thumbs, where the toes barely touched the ground; carrying heavy weights in extreme conditions 

for hours on end; being forced to ride a wooden horse; or toiling for months of hard labor while 

being chained to a metal ball.  Often deserters were drummed out of the service after having their 

heads shaved or other humiliations — just not in the Indian Home Guard Brigade.  Cherokee 

officers sat on court martial panels for Cherokee soldiers, and they had considerable autonomy, 

often showing leniency toward their countrymen.  The seemingly draconian disciplinary 

measures were antithetical to the Cherokee sense of justice, causing Cherokee officers, who had 
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to enforce the general orders of the War Department and their district commanders as a function 

of the Euro-American grammar, to skew the lines of discipline toward the Native grammatical 

norms.134 

Unit organization and cohesion, according to the Native grammar of warfare, was more 

fluid and less structured than in the Euro-American grammar.  Traditionally, Native warfare 

operated as informal raiding parties, with lines of leadership drawn less starkly than in Euro-

American warfare.  The Native grammar did not only apply to Cherokee troops in Union service.  

Confederate Choctaw units also had problems with desertion.  Discipline was lax, and 

punishments were light.  One Choctaw recalled that a soldier seeking leave often ignored his 

immediate commanders and directly “approach[ed] General Cooper without giving the 

customary salute.”  One soldier did just this saying, “General Cooper, I goin’ home for killit hog, 

dig ‘tatah, or find’em cow, be back tree-four week.”  He then mounted his “shaggy pony” and 

headed home.135 

Getting drunk, falling asleep at one’s post, or shrinking in the face of the enemy were 

other violations that called for punishment according to Union Army regulations.  These 

problems were common among the Indian Home Guard Brigade, and violators rarely suffered 

severe reprimands.  One sergeant was tried for being drunk on duty and acting “in a cowardly 

manner before the enemy.”  His sentence was to forfeit two months’ pay and a reduction in rank 
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to private.  Another soldier, a corporal fell asleep at his post.  His punishment was to forfeit one 

months’ pay and a reduction in rank.  Paying fines was the most common punishment for 

members of the Union Indian Home Guard Brigade, despite steeper punishments, for which 

official military codes called.  Indeed, those punishments designed to hurt and humiliate the 

violator were the exception in Native practice, rather than the European prescribed norm.  

Cherokee officers walked the fine line between their duties as soldiers in the Union Army and as 

citizens of the Cherokee Nation.136 

The Keetoowahs, despite their desire to live free from the corruptive influence of White 

culture, did seek to prove their worth as soldiers on par with Whites.  One Cherokee officer 

grumbled about a “hors Theaf [sic]” in his company: “If there is no Hell there should be one 

maid [sic] for this villin [sic]…Deserted time and again[,] to give dates would be a stigma on all 

officers that every [sic] would have to do with the company.”  Cherokee officers grew more and 

more comfortable in their roles as Native officers in a White unit operating by White rules 

flavored with Native norms.  Cherokee officials also had confidence that Phillips was “eminently 

qualified for the position” he held and would “speedily rid [the country] of all our Enemies.”  A 

balance, seemingly, was struck between Native peoples and Phillips’s desire to maintain a Euro-

American grammatical standard in his unit.  This balance frustrated Phillips enormously.137 

Caught between two cultures, Cherokee soldiers struggled to impress their fiery 

commander.  Phillips became frustrated at the lax standards that Cherokee officers inculcated.  

Phillips praised his White officers as “active intelligent men.”  Native officers, on the other hand, 
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were “useless.”  Phillips further castigated Native officers as “afraid, as a general rule, to reduce 

the men to discipline.”  In Phillips’s mind, the only way to ensure discipline was through the 

Euro-American grammar, which is the way of war he understood.  Phillips, it should be noted, 

was not a professional soldier, but an abolitionist politician, who came to Kansas to fight against 

pro-slavery extremists.  Now in the role of a soldier, Phillips combative personality was at its 

best operating within the White grammar of warfare as a function of his cultural understandings.  

Discipline looked one way, White.  Anything else was “useless.”138 

Despite considering desertion a “chronic Indian weakness,” Phillips recognized the 

ability of Native officers to “keep [Native soldiers] from breaking off and deserting.”  He also 

did not want to get rid of Native officers immediately but rather argued for a more graduated 

approach, recognizing that Native officers “have in some cases influence that no white men 

have.”  What Phillips failed to recognize was that his Native officers acted as mediators, being 

lenient in discipline on those deserving of punishment, yet restraining chronic desertion, which 

sapped the army of its strength and cut against the disciplinary grain of the Euro-American 

grammar of war.139 

In his desire to rid his units of chronic desertion and Native officers, Phillips’s racialized 

justifications belie a cultural issue within his unit.  Natives, particularly the traditionalist Pins, 

fought along the Native grammar, or at least in the hybridized American grammar.  For instance, 

the Pins took scalps at the Battle of Massard Prairie in July of 1864.  The Euro-American mode 

of warfare was as foreign to them as was the Native mode foreign to Phillips and White Union 
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officers.  White soldiers accustomed to fighting by the Euro-American grammar may have been 

able to read between the lines when Phillips admonished his soldiers to take no prisoners.  They 

knew from experience that it was allowable for soldiers to afford the enemy no quarter in certain 

limited circumstances.  They knew to expect circumstances, like those of the Civil War in Indian 

Country, in which the mass slaughter of enemy troops was an acceptable objective.140   

What White soldiers believed was unacceptable was to kill civilians and non-combatants.  

“Private citizens are no longer murdered…and the inoffesnive individual is as little disturbed in 

his private relations,” read the Lieber Code, which had been in effect for nearly nine months.  

“Military necessity,” broadly defined, made some looting and destruction allowable in the name 

of prosecuting the war, but the Native propensity to attack non-soldiers offended White 

European sensibilities.  Yet it seemed there were exceptions to this rule, too.  Built into the 

Lieber Code was a signal that such rules only applied to “civilized nations.”  The Lieber Code 

acknowledged the very European foundation of the Euro-American grammar: “In modern 

regular wars of the Europeans…protection of the inoffensive citizen of the hostile country is the 

rule.”  In wars with “barbarous armies,” conversely, the “universal rule” was “that the private 

individual of the hostile country is destined to suffer every privation of liberty and protection, 

and every disruption of family ties.”  The “distinction between private individual[s]” and the 

“hostile country…with its men in arms” was reserved for “advanced” civilizations alone.  Thus 

retributive violence against the enemy, including retaliatory measures, could be justified 

according to the Euro-American grammar.  To protect the survivors of “barbarous armies” 
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merely removed “the belligerents farther…from the mitigating rules of regular war…and [led] 

them nearer to the internecine wars of savages.”141 

Phillips, then, distinguished between his men and his campaign.  His men wore blue 

uniforms but were still Native.  Their behavior had to comport with the Euro-American grammar 

of warfare, and in order to stifle the rampant desertion he desired to increase the number of 

White officers to properly train and discipline the soldiers, at least according to his 

understanding of propriety and discipline. This was a way to graft whiteness onto Native soldiers 

under his command — it was an attempt to transform them in the Euro-American mold.  The 

campaign was one against a “barbarous” population not deserving the protections of the rules of 

“civilized nations.” 

The Guerrilla War 

Colonel Phillips’s frustration at the desertion in his regiments came from a more practical 

concern.  Deserted soldiers often lived in the numerous hills and caves within the lands of the 

Five Tribes.  Writing to Major General Curtis, Phillips explained, “[t]here are some 200 or 300 

deserters from the three regiments [of the Indian Home Guard Brigade] scattered in the 

mountains as guerrillas — Union guerrillas or loose “Pins.”  In the Indian Territory Civil War, 

what was called “guerrilla” warfare often was not warfare at all but was violence running 

rampant throughout the territory.  Guerrillas terrorized soldiers and civilians alike.  Guerrillas 

enacted violence on persons and property, killing and plundering, sometimes indiscriminately 

and sometimes targeting specific enemies, often related to political affiliation.  As the 

conventional, regular war largely came to an end after the Battle of Honey Springs in July of 
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1863, irregular warfare, including guerrilla warfare and criminal violence, continued to ravage 

the countryside.  Soldiers in the “regular” Euro-American mode also took part in the violence.  

Both the Union and the Confederacy could not exercise enough control over the territory to 

protect the civilians and their property, leading to nearly four years of continual violence and to a 

mass exodus of civilians from Indian Territory as refugees. 

During the Civil War, many of the border ruffians and bandits of the violence in Kansas 

and Texas donned uniforms, lending a formal gloss to what before the war had looked like 

terrorism.  Many free-soil Kansans, for instance, treated the war as an opportunity to cross the 

border into Missouri and take new blood onto new ground.  Early campaigns in Missouri quickly 

set up the necessary ingredients for guerrilla warfare and irregular violence.  Brigadier General 

Nathaniel Lyon led Union forces in driving Confederate-allied Missouri state troops and militia 

out of the Missouri River Valley.  This region, once a hotbed of Southern sympathizers due to its 

plantation-friendly topography, had provided a large portion of the pro-slavery radicals who 

crossed the border into Kansas during the 1850s.  But now because Lyon and Union forces 

secured central Missouri so early in the war, the Confederacy had a difficult time recruiting and 

equipping units from this region, meaning thousands of men who were otherwise destined for 

formal, regular service in the Confederate army had to fight the war a different way.142 

Guerrillas and other purveyors of irregular violence were not confined to Missouri and 

Indian Territory.  Guerrillas, partisans, and opportunistic outlaws were common throughout the 

upper South as well — and really any place where the Union occupied what was otherwise 

proslavery territory.  John Hunt Morgan in Kentucky and John Singleton Mosby and his 43rd 
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Virginia Cavalry, also known as “Mosby’s Rangers,” harassed Union armies, destroyed supplies, 

and punished disloyal civilians, all the while evading Union cavalry sent to stop them.  Mosby 

once quipped, “[a]lthough I have never adopted it, I have never resented as an insult the term 

‘guerrilla’ when applied to me.”  These actions fell outside the acceptable bounds of the rules of 

war promulgated by Lieber.  In this mold, Stand Watie operated in Indian Territory.143 

Watie’s raids were designed to fulfill three purposes.  First, he wanted to disrupt Union 

troop movement, diverting it from its own strategic objectives to chase the Cherokee Mounted 

Rifles throughout the hills of Indian Territory.  Second, he hoped to disrupt the Keetoowah-

heavy Cherokee National Council at Tahlequah.  And third, he stole Union supplies to deprive 

the Union of their use and for the use of his own men.  Watie’s unit stayed intact, and his raids 

were highly organized, often resulting in battles.  From this standpoint, Watie was not a guerrilla 

at all, according to the Euro-American grammar, but rather he was a “partisan.” 

Rather than attacking Union troops directly, Watie chose oblique attacks on supply and 

communication.  Confederate forces still threatened the safety and security of many within 

Indian Territory.  Prowling around the Arkansas River Valley, Watie successfully ambushed and 

captured the Union steamer J.W. Williams on May 10, 1864, which was laden with much-needed 

supplies, including food, seed, feed, and other essentials bound for Cherokee civilians.  Recently 

promoted to brigadier general for his exploits, Watie also attacked Cabin Creek again, once more 

trying to pry supplies away from the federals.  He routed Union forces, but did no further 
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damage to the war effort, resorting again to hit-and-run tactics.  Watie’s men did not threaten 

Indian Territory again.  Watie’s exploits took on legendary status in Civil War memory.144 

 All of the irregular and guerrilla fighting took its toll on the civilian population of Indian 

Territory.  For thousands of Native people living in Indian Territory during the Civil War murder 

and robbery became a sad reality of the war.  This violence came from soldiers, partisan or 

guerrilla, as well as unaffiliated bandits and “bushwhackers.”  Civilians in Indian Territory saw 

few distinctions between the fighting allowed by Euro-American rules and the violence inflicted 

by bandits and “bushwhackers” were often blurred.  Diarist Hannah Hicks lamented the violence 

as both sides were “destroying each other as fast as they can.”  Both sides also dispossessed the 

territory’s residents of their property.  Hicks reported that “‘Pins’ are committing 

outrages…robbing, destroying, and killing.  It is so dreadful… Last week, some of Watie’s men, 

went and robbed the Ross’s place up at the [Fort Gibson] mill [and] completely ruined them.” On 

July 4, 1862, Union-sympathizing bandits ambushed her husband, Abijah Hicks, a Cherokee 

farmer, mistaking him for a Watie man, and murdered him, leaving his body in the road from 

Tahlequah to Fort Smith.  Hannah lamented that she “could not even see him” after he died, as 

he was “buried without a coffin, all alone, forty miles from home.”  Hicks was not alone in her 
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experiences.  As armies, partisans and guerrillas traversed Indian Territory, thousands of 

civilians fled or were subject to their violent acts.145 

Before the war, the Cherokee government was stable, but the lingering political problems 

dating to removal remained and erupted anew, leading to a Cherokee civil war within the Civil 

War.  This Cherokee civil war was not a war in any conventional sense, Euro-American or 

Native, but a series of retributive murders and robberies committed often by soldiers under the 

color of war.  After Keetoowahs in Colonel John Drew’s Confederate regiment defected to the 

Union, Watie pronounced them “disloyal,” essentially declaring open season on Pins and pro-

Union men in the Cherokee Nation.  Confederate-allied Cherokees, including “Mixed Bloods” 

and Knights of the Golden Circle, began hunting their Keetoowah enemies, who retaliated in 

kind.  Morris Sheppard, enslaved at the time, recalled the internal feud between secret societies, 

“[t]hem pins was after Master all de time for a while at de first of de War.”  When the Pins asked 

where Sheppard’s master was, he lied.  The ruse did not fool the Pins who caught up with his 

master and “shot at him and bushwhacked him.”  Sheppard’s master escaped unharmed, but took 

note of Sheppards warning that “Pins was riding ‘round all de time and it aint’ safe to be in dat 

part around Webber’s falls.”  Sheppard and left with his master for the relative, yet temporary, 

safety of Fort Smith.146   
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Evan Jones, the missionary partly responsible for the founding the Keetoowah Society, 

snuck back and forth between the Cherokee Nation and Kansas, recalled, “By that retreat, the 

whole country was abandoned to the rebels, who returned anew the plunder of the unprotected 

families of the loyal men of the Federal army.”  Hannah Hicks noted that many of the 

Confederates marauding near her home in Park Hill were familiar and had visited her house in 

peacetime.  Hicks recalled, “[t]oday we hear that Waite’s men declared their intention to come 

back and rob every woman whose husband has gone fo the Federals and every woman who has 

Northern Principals.”  Thousands, including Hicks, became refugees.  Union sympathizers fled 

for camps in Kansas and Missouri, while Confederate sympathizers headed south, seeking refuge 

in the Chickasaw and Choctaw Nations or in Texas.  Others complained to federal officials that 

the rebels raided “upon settlers [refugees]” along the Kansas border “killing some and robbing 

many.”  The violence was often deadly.  “Bushwhackers” often arrested even suspected enemy 

partisans and execute them.  The violence and chaos even spilled over into the Creek and 

Seminole Nations, which had been quiet after Opothleyahola took the vast majority of Union-

sympathizing Indians to Kansas.147 

 Due to supply shortages, regular soldiers also had a hand in robbing and plundering, 

especially Phillips’s men during his expedition.  From time to time, soldiers also murdered.  A 

Creek woman remembered “soldiers came to our house one day…so unexpectedly and quietly 
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we didn’t know they were there.”  Her family had stayed behind rather than become refugees, 

due to her ill father.  “[The soldiers] just walked into the room where we were with our sick 

[father] and without any sign or warning, those soldiers sent a bullet through the head of my 

father.  I can still remember some of my father’s brain splattered on my dress since I was 

standing close to his bed.”  The soldiers tried to quiet her screaming brother and leveled their 

pistols at the boy, but her mother begged for his life.  They quickly fled the house, taking nothing 

with them.  “The country seemed deserted,” she recalled, “as we saw no one but it seemed a long 

time when we finally came to what appeared to be an Indian home that had been abandoned.”  

Inside was another widow with orphaned children.  Soldiers harassed this home not long 

thereafter, but the women stood up to protect their children and the soldiers left them alone.148 

 Confederate-connected guerrillas operating in Missouri often raided into the Cherokee 

Nation.  William Quantrill, famous for his exploits in Missouri and his bloody raid on Lawrence, 

Kansas, forayed into Indian Territory in 1863 and reported capturing “150 Indians and Negros in 

the [Cherokee] nation gathering ponies.”  General Blunt organized a force to stop Quantrill, but 

they could not catch him.  Other notorious post-war outlaws such as Jesse James and The 

Younger Gang marauded through Indian Territory.  The Jesse and Younger Gangs, during the 

Civil War, made “frequent forays” into Cherokee country, getting “into Fort Gibson” on two 

different occasions.”  White people from Kansas, Missouri, and Arkansas also raided into Indian 

Territory, usually looking for cattle to steal and other goods to plunder from what civilians 

remained, abandoned homes and army stores.  Outlaws enacted this kind of violence, blurring 

the lines between which guerrilla and criminal opportunist.  Disconnected from service in the 
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army, guerrillas presented a threat to the safety and wellbeing of the armies and the population of 

Indian Territory.149 

 

The clash and breakdown of competing military grammars helped forge racial identities 

and exact brutal violence during the Indian Territory Civil War.  Whether coming from partisans 

operating in uniforms, guerrillas who were interested in their own fortunes, or from 

“bushwhackers” who murdered and robbed without mercy, the violence caused many civilian 

deaths and the destruction of property.  The Federal and Confederate governments saw Native 

peoples as the ideal partisans, unsuited for service in the Euro-American grammar.  Partisan and 

guerrilla warfare, however, devolved quickly into terror and violence on civilians.  Some 

Natives, it seemed, struggled to conform to the Euro-American grammar when expected to abide 

by it.  Native officers, understanding that they straddled the cultural line, tried to accommodate 

both cultural grammars.  The Euro-American grammar of warfare was aspirational in Indian 

Territory.  White commanders in organizing Native soldiers in Euro-American formations, with 

Euro-American training, equipment, and supplies set a standard for Natives toward which to 

aspire.  Despite these expectations, Natives often fought in their traditional ways of war, even if 

flavored with White cultural norms.  Whites could not even comport to their own expectations, 

as the irregular war took over Indian Territory and Whites failed to aspire to their own cultural 

grammar of war. 
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For most inhabitants of Indian Territory, the irregular war was their experience of the 

Civil War.  Historians remember 1st and 2nd Cabin Creek, Honey Springs, Middle Boggy Depot, 

and even Round Mountains, Chustenalah, and Chusto-talasah as the seminal events of the war in 

Indian Territory.  However, what made the Indian Territory Civil War were the “[S]corched and 

blackened chimneys and the plowed but…neglected fields.”  The “blackened and desolate 

waste” echoed the violence that had taken over the land.  The people suffered just as much, if not 

more than the soldiers.  A federal official remarked, “From being once so proud, intelligent, and 

wealthy…the [Natives] are now stripped of nearly all…This is a sad picture, not overdrawn, and 

which no good man can see and not feel…sorry for their condition.”  The irregular war, which 

Union and Confederate governments thought was the natural disposition for “savage” Native 

peoples reveals the racialization of Natives and their methods of warfare.  The Native grammar 

of war was not inherently more violent than the Euro-American grammar.  White people 

willingly embraced the Native grammar, but recast it as “partisan” or “guerrilla” warfare, to 

continue the progeny of White irregular fighting of decades past.  Union and Confederate 

commanders encouraged and actively participated in irregular violence.  In doing so, they 

revealed their hypocrisy.  An irregular war in the Native grammar was a “savage” war fit only 

for Indians, but a “partisan” war was a White way of saying the ends justify the means.150  

                                                 
150 Charles Royce, “Cherokee Nation,” Fifth Annual Report quoted in Minges, Slavery in the Cherokee Nation, 160.  

Justin Harlan to William Coffin, September 2, 1863, Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 

(Washington D.C., 1863), 179. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 The Civil War in Indian Territory was a disastrous experience for those living there.  It is 

estimated that of the 21,000 inhabitants of the Cherokee Nation alone, only 14,000 remained 

after the war.  By 1863, nearly one-third of women in the Cherokee Nation were widows and 

one-quarter of the children were orphans.  3,530 men from Indian Territory served in the Union 

army during the Civil War.  1,018 of those serving died.151  The death toll will never be known 

accurately. 

 The clash of cultures between the White, Euro-American grammar of warfare and the 

Native grammar of war characterized the Civil War in Indian Territory.  Native people were 

caught between both grammars.  White people expected them to fight in the Euro-American 

grammar, as White people fought.  They often resorted to their traditional way of warfare, like 

Opothleyahola’s Creeks during the Trail of Blood on Ice.  Fleeing Creeks set the prairie ablaze in 

the traditional Native way in order to slow their pursuers.  They fought from cover behind trees, 

rocks, and rudimentary breastworks rather in the open, as prescribed by the Euro-American 

grammar.  Cherokees at the Battle of Pea Ridge took scalps in conformity with traditional Native 

cosmology and battlefield practices.  Such conformity with the Native grammar of warfare 

rendered Native people “other” by Whites during the war, leading to the racialization of the Civil 

War in Indian Territory. 

 This racialization was already present in White military calculation.  White commanders, 

already considering Native people as inferior “savages,” thought them ideal for waging irregular, 

guerrilla wars.  Indeed, the Native grammar of warfare tracked parallel with Euro-American 

                                                 
151 Patrick N. Minges, Slavery in the Cherokee Nation: The Keetoowah Society and the Defining of a People, 1855-

1867 (New York: Routledge, 2003), 160. 
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conceptions of irregular, guerrilla warfare.  Irregular warfare, however, was not ideal for White 

people, who had drifted away from it in the American grammar of war, built over decades of 

violent interactions with the Native grammar, and favored the European influences of “regular” 

warfare in the European fashion, creating the Euro-American grammar.  According to White 

people such warfare was “savage,” just like the cultural modes of behavior or Native people.  

The racialization was not even-handed, as Confederates willingly accepted “savage” guerrilla 

war as a path to victory, laying bare their hypocrisy. 

 White Native people could have some participation in the White, Euro-American 

grammar, African Americans, many of whom were former slaves, had no participation of it 

according to Confederates.  Simply by donning uniforms and fighting in the same army as White 

soldiers rendered African-American soldiers the “other,” undeserving of partaking in 

predominantly White modes of warfare.  Confederates resorted to massacring Black troops 

throughout the West, including Indian Territory in the Hay Field Massacre.  The systematic 

extermination of Black soldiers that September day by both White and Native Confederates 

reveals the racial hierarchy present in the Euro-American grammar.  These actions towards Black 

troops by Confederates made the Indian Territory Civil War a race war, where the inclusion of 

African Americans into the war linked the violence against Black persons during the antebellum 

era with the racial violence of Reconstruction.   

  

 Cherokee Confederate Brigadier General Stand Watie surrendered to Union forces in 

June of 1865, the last Confederate general officer to do so.  The intra-tribal politics flared up 

within the Cherokee Nation once again leading to violence and a deeply divided people.  The 

United States government imposed punitive treaties on the tribes in Indian Territory as 
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retribution for their alliances with the Rebels, despite the fact many citizens of all the tribes 

fought for the Union.  As a rotten fruit of these treaties, Native lands were opened up for 

railroads and, eventually, White settlement, paving the way for the introduction of White culture 

into Indian Territory.  In 1907, Indian Territory became a state under the name “Oklahoma,” not 

as a state of united tribes but as one founded by White people.  White culture came not only to 

dominate how wars were fought but also dominated the territory itself.152 

 As the war came to an end, the violence did not in Indian Territory.  The violence often 

followed the pattern of the clash of cultures and racial violence of the Civil War.  This was not 

the last salvo in the clash of competing grammars.  As the United States deployed troops in the 

Euro-American grammar in World War I, many residents of Oklahoma resisted the Euro-

American practice of conscription.  White, Black, and Native people alike vowed to resist 

conscription by marching onto Washington, D.C. in order to overthrow the government and stop 

conscription.  The Greek Corn Rebellion, so called because the nearly 1,000 rebels vowed to eat 

green corn on their way to the capital, began by utilizing the irregular, guerrilla style of the 

Native grammar of warfare.  They ambushed a local sheriff and his deputy before authorities 

finally put a stop to it.  In fighting against local law enforcement, the rebels acted in the same 

vein as those who had fought the guerrilla war in the midst of the Indian Territory Civil War.153 

                                                 
152 William G. McLoughlin, After the Trail of Tears: The Cherokees’ Struggle for Sovereignty, 1830-1880 (Chapel 

Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1993); Annie Heloise Abel, The American Indian and the End of the 

Confederacy, 1863-1866 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, Bison Books edition, 1993); Gayle Ann Brown, 

“Confederate Surrenders in Indian Territory,” Marion Ray McCullar, “The Choctaw-Chickasaw Reconstruction 

Treaty of 1866,” Paul F. Lambert, “The Cherokee Reconstruction Treaty of 1866,” May Trees, “Socioeconomic 

Reconstruction in the Seminole Nation, 1865-1870,” in The Civil War Era in Indian Territory, LeRoy H. Fischer, 

ed., (Los Angeles: Morrison and Morrison, 1974).   

 
153 Nigel Anthony Sellars, “With Folded Arms? Or with Squirrel Guns? The Green Corn Rebellion,” Chronicles of 

Oklahoma 77 (Summer of 1999): 150-69, and “Treasonous Tennant Farmers and Seditious Sharecroppers: The 1917 

Green Corn Rebellion Trials,” Oklahoma City University Law Review 27 (Fall 2002): 1097-1141.  For a wider 

context, see David A. Chang, The Color of the Land: Race, Nation, and Policies of Land Ownership in Oklahoma, 

1832-1929 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2010). 
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 The grammars of war communicated a message.  During the Indian Territory Civil War 

this message was often one of “savagery” and racial inferiority.  Unwittingly, Whites 

demonstrated their hypocrisy in ignoring their heritage of Native-style tactics utilized by their 

forbearers in the American grammar.  The Euro-American grammar was an attempt to 

Europeanize — to whiten — the American way of war, distinguishing it from the Native 

grammar, reviled as “savage” and “barbarous” by British fighting in North America and later 

White people during the American Civil War.  Such epithets were used after Pea Ridge when 

Cherokee Confederates scalped Union dead and perhaps murdered Union wounded.  The clash of 

cultures that resulted from the intersection of the Euro-American and Native grammars of war on 

the battlefield reinforced White ideas of Native racial inferiority.  Whites tries to drill this out of 

Native troops, organizing them in Euro-American formations, outfitting them (poorly) with 

Euro-American uniforms and weapons, and expecting Euro-American discipline.  While 

members of the Five Tribes had to take on White cultural norms, their title of “civilized” given to 

them by Whites could be stripped when they transgressed the Euro-American norms.  Natives 

were one Native act of war away from being “savage” instead of “civilized.” 

 The racialized violence did not stop at White attitudes and treatment of Native people.  

Massacres demonstrated and reinforced the perceived inhumanity of those considered the 

“other,” as the Hay Field Massacre and the Tonkawa Massacre demonstrate.  Atrocities 

committed against Tonkawas came by Native soldiers wearing blue uniforms, who used the war 

as an excuse to enact violence against those they deemed “other.”   African-American soldiers 

wearing blue uniforms suffered the outrageous indignity of massacres and wanton butchering 

because they transgressed the Euro-American grammar simply by being participants of it.  In this 

way, the Indian Territory Civil War was a race war, continuing the racial violence by White 
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people and Native people, who had adopted White, Southern cultural norms, against black 

bodies.   

 The clash of cultures that resulted from the competing grammars of war reflected and 

reinforced racial antagonisms.  Long after the war past, those antagonisms turned violent in 

Indian Territory and Oklahoma.  Violent massacres continued in Indian Territory beyond the 

war, continuing the bloody legacy of the racial violence within the Civil War.  Nearly three and a 

half years after Confederate Brigadier General Stand Watie surrendered to Union forces, Colonel 

George Armstrong Custer, in command of the 7th Cavalry Regiment, attacked Chief Black 

Kettle’s Cheyennes on the banks of the Washita River, massacring many of the Cheyenne before 

hastily withdrawing.  The Tonkawa Massacre and the Washita Massare reveal to the violence 

against the “other” continued after the Civil War.  The federal government sought to move the 

“savage” Cheyenne, who lived the nomadic lifestyle of the reserve tribes of the plains, onto a 

reservation, so they could be “civilized.”  The “civilized”-“savage” dichotomy existed before the 

Civil War and was merely a link in the chain of racial “otherness” that often led to violence after 

the war.154 

 The racial violence did not stop when soldiers were present.  After Indian Territory 

became the State of Oklahoma, African-Americans, many of whom were formerly enslaved, held 

by White and Native people, built successful communities in small towns and in large cities.  

The Greenwood District of Tulsa was one of these communities, and the scene of the Tulsa Race 

Massacre, as White Tulsans butchered Black Tulsans after a misunderstanding between a young 

                                                 
154 Stan Hoig, The Battle of Washita: The Sheridan Custer Indian Campaign of 1867-69 (Lincoln: University of 
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African-American man and a White girl led to days of bloodshed, ending with the conflagration 

of Greenwood District.  The fighting of the Civil War in Indian Territory was link in a chain of 

racial violence and antipathy.155 

 The cultural clashes and Indian wars of competing grammar raged on the plains and in 

the mountainous regions of the United States, continuing the racialized warfare.  The Euro-

American grammar ultimately won the clashes, as in November 1898, United States troops 

butchered Lakota at Wounded Knee Creek in South Dakota, bringing an end to the warfare of 

competing grammars.  The Civil War in Indian Territory was more about the conflict between 

Union and Confederacy.  The war was about the clash of cultures that led to violence, a meaning 

often obscured when the only colors one sees in the Civil War are blue and gray. 

  

                                                 
155 Alfred L. Brophy, Reconstructing the Dreamland: The Tulsa Race Riot of 1921, Race Reparations, and 

Reconciliation (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002).  See also Oklahoma Commission, “Final Report,” 

February 28, 2001, Oklahoma Commission to Study the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921.  
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